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INTRODUCTION 

When meat is cooked enough to be palatable, there is bound to be 
some shrinkage. How to keep the shrinkage moderate and yet cook 
the meat to the stage desired in a reasonable time, are questions on 
which attention is centering. Hence, for a standard cut such as rib 
roast of beef, it is of practical as well as scientific interest to know the 
relation of shrinkage and cooking time to the grade, the degree of 
fatness, the style of the cut, whether standing or rolled-all factors 
in the selection of the meat in the market. It is equally important 
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from the standpoint of preparation to know how shrinkage and cook
ing time are affectc>d by o\'en tempera,ture and the stage to which the 
meat is cooked, \Yith sufficient datn, assembled, it would be possible 
to estimate how much shrinlmgA lllay reasonably be expected and how 
much time to allow when roasting a certain eut and quality of meat, 
for instance beef ribs of Good grade, lmder specified conditions of 
cooking. 

An exknsive literature has grown out of meat-cookgry investigt1
tions conducted at the University of Illinois 40 years ago and :recently 
revived, with broader scope, in a llumber of State agricultural exp·eri
ment stations and colleges and in the United States Department of 
Agriculture. 

The main findings ,vith regard to the shrinkage of beef are in general 
accord. The more fat a cut contains, the more fat anel the less "tater 
it loses during cooking j also for beef roasted to the rare 01' the medium 
stage, the higher tbe oven temperature the greater is the loss of weight. 
Searillg " "oast, does not reduce the shrinknge as it was once believed 
to do. .But there is comparatively little published information that 
links either a specified degree of fa bless or the carcass grude to the. 
expected shrinkage of beef ribs when rooked by various methods. 
Also, cOluparatively few figures have been reported on the shrinkage. 
of well-clone beef or on the influence of the style of cutting a rib roast 
on the ('ooking losses. 

Investigators ngree that the style of cutting influences the number 
of minutes per pound required to roast beef ribs, but there are not 
many figures available on rolled roasts. When dn.ta on cooking time 
have been reported in rell' ~lOh to oven temperature, or the stage to 
which meat wa.s cooke(1., or to the style of catting, in comparatively 
few cases has the meat been described as to its degree of fatllesB or its. 
carcass grade. 

Accordingly this but etin presents data on eigh t cIillerent methods. 
of roasting 595 rib cut~ of beef, some stnncling and Rome rolled, and 
ranging in grade from LT. S. Choice down to U. S. Pla.in (formerly 
Common). The different methods of roasting include searing methods. 
and the constant-temperature methods. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURIiJ 

SHRINKAGE 

The litemture of the past 45 yenrs on meat sllrinkage, or loss of 
weight during cool,ing, deals with the cnuses and the mechanism of 
shrinkage, \vith eonstituents lost hy thc mea t, nnd with factors that 
influence the cha.meter and the extent of slll·inlmge. 

In a series of experinwnts to determine cha.nges taking pln,ce h 
ment during cooking, Nothwang (,?7) 3 hented ment in boiling ,mter 
and in steaIll for varyil1g lengths of time and found that the longer 
the bpa.ting period the more weight the meat lost. l?errati (11) 
heated small pieces of mpfl,t hl hermetically sealed tubes immersed 
in water at different temperatures fur 1 hour and found tha1i the higher 
the temperature tbe more weight the meat lost. . 

Histological investigations were conducted by Meigs (23, 24) to 
determine why animal tissues lose weight on heating. Comparing 
coa.gulative changes, changl's in lengt.h, nnd changeR ill weight when. 

3Italic numbers ill parentbeses refer to Literature Cited, p. 34. 
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smooth and striated muscles of the frog wel'e heated to between 40° 
and 50° 0., Meigs found that in both kinds of muscle the proteins 
were congulated, that in both there were changes in length, with 
striated muscle becoming shorter and smooth J11uscle longer, but that 
neither showed any marked tendency to change in weight. However, 
when heated above 50° both smooth and striated muscle shortened 
and both lost water and consequently weight. Meigs concluded that 
loss of weight was not a result of the coagulation of proteins but of 
the passage of fluid out of the tissue interstices when tissues saturated 
with fluid were heated above 50°. He stated that if such tissues were 
held at higher temperature than 50° the loss of weight may be very 
much more marked. 
Mor~ recently McCance and Shipp (22), in a study of the mechanism 

of coolang losses of flesh foods (beef and fish), reported that lean meat 
changes very little in volume below 60° to 63° 0. They use the term 
"shrink" for the reduction in volume that takes place when meat 
tissues contract on heating and force out juice. These investigators 
state that if meat could be made palatable below 60° the loss of weight 
associated with cooking would be negligible. 

According to McCance and Shipp, the loss of weight of meat during 
roasting in dry air, that is, in an uncovered pan jin a ventilated oven, 
is made up mainly of fat, which melts out and drains into the dripping 
pan, and of water, evaporated from the juice which is expressed 
through "shrink." On reaching the surface of a piece of meat exposed 
to dry air, the juice loses a,t least seven-eighths of its water content 
by evaporation, and the remaining fraction of the water drips into 
the pan, carrying with it salts and nitrogenous constituents. The 
loss of salts and nitrogen is a small proportion of the loss of weight. 
I:r.. their findings regarding the constituents lost by meat during 
roasting in dry air, McOance and Shipp confirmed the earlier work of 
GrindJey and Mojonnier (14-). Further evidence that the loss of 
weight of roasted meat consists mainly of fat and water appears in 
data reported by Thille, Williamson, and Morgan (30) for beef ribs 
roasted at 210° C. oven temperature. 

As a result of the intensive investigations on the chemistry of meat 
cookery conducted at the University of Illinois by Bevier, Grindley, 
Sprague, and their associates, three ftLctors were shown to influence 
the character and extent of the cooking losses, namely, the composition 
of the metLt, the cooking temperature, and the degree of cooking. 
Grindley, :M"cCormack, and Porter (13) in 1901 stated that the fattest 
pieces of meat lost the most fat and the least water when pan-broiled, 
boiled, or stewed. No experiments were reported on roasted meats. 
However, all investigators (1,1-,5,17,18,26,30) who have made note 
r.f t.he fat content of beef ribs before cooking have shown that the 
jiAjter the cut the greater was the fat or the drippings loss, and the 
smaller the water or the volatile loss during roasting. 

Shrinkage of meat was related directly to oven temperature by 
Bevier and Sprague (3) who found that total cooking losses of seared 
one-rib beef r!)asts varied from 5.9 percent at 83° O. oven temperature 
for the finish to 20.6 percent fl,t 260°. More recently, Oline and her 
associates (8) roasted three-rib cuts to the rare stage as determined by 
a meat thermometer and reported that the loss of weight ranged from 
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6.79 percent for cuts eooked at 110° constant oven temperature to 
30.44 percent for those cooked at 260°. For pairs of three-rib roasts 
cooked to the rare stage, in a comparison of 125° with 173° oven 
temperature for the finish after 20 to 30 minutes searing, Alexander 
(1) found that the 10s8 of weight averaged 11.5 and 17.4 percent, 
respectively. Three-rib cuts were roasted medium and well done by 
Latzke (20) who reporlied for seared roasts that the loss of weight 
ranged from 13.5 percent at 11 0° oven temperature for the finish to 
22.5 percent at 175°. Oover (9) reported for paired three-rib roasts 
cooked medium rare that the loss of weight averaged 7.1 percent when 
the oven temperature was 125° and 20.2 when 225° was used. Oom
paring these two oven temperatures for cooking three-rib roasts to 
the well-done stage, Oover reported cooking losses of 23.0 and 37.5 
percent, respectively. 

Searing a roast at the outset does not reduce the amount it shrinks, 
according to Stanley and Oline (29). They reported that rib cuts of 
beef seared at 260° C. for 20 minutes and finished at 125° lost 11.23 
percent of their weight; whereas rib cuts cooked at a constant oven 
temperature of 125° lost only 8.12 percent. They also found that 
rib cuts seared at 288° for 20 minutes and finished at 149° lost 17.36 
percent, and rib cuts cooked at 150° constant oven temperature lost 
11.31. 

The stage to which meat is cooked has been shown to have a marked 
influence on the shrinkage. Bevier and Sprague (3) cooked paired 
left and right one-rib roasts of beef at the same oven te'llperature but 
for different lengths of time. The more thoroughly the roasts were 
cooked the more they shrank. In 1904 Grindley and Mojonnier (14) 
published experiments on the roasting of one-rib roasts of beef to 
rare, medium, and well-done stages as determined by their appearance 
when carved. The cooking losses increased in proportion to the 
degree of cooking. Latzke (20) used 12,5° C. oven tempern.ture for 
the finish after searing three-rib cuts and cooked them to different 
stages as determined by meat thermometers in the center of the roasts. 
She reported for rare roasts (described as very fat but no analyses 
given) evaporation losses 8.08 percent, drippings losses 8.75; for 
medium roasts, evaporation losses 11.92 percent, drippings losses 
6.14i for well-done roasts, evaporation losses 14.93 percent, drippings 
losses 7.37. Cover's data cited above also showed that well-done 
roasts shrank much more than medium-rare roasts. 

The style (If cutting beef ribs influences the amount they shrink, 
according to Uhild and Esteros (7), who found that paired standing 
and rolled two-rib roasts cooked at 149° C. oven temperature to 58° 
internal tempemture lost, respectively, 11.51 and 14.29 percent of 
their weight. 

COOKING TIME 

'rhe time required to roast beef ribs, expressed as the number of 
minutes per pound, has been shown to be influenced by the oven 
temperature used, by the degree to which the meat is cooked, by the 
fat content of the roast, its weight, and the style of cutting. 

Preliminary to their study of factors that influence cooking time, 
Sprague and Grindley (28) worked out a cOllvenient method of deter
mining when beef was rare, medium, or well done. They inserted 
short ehemical thermometers into beef rib roasts in such a way that 
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the bulb was as nearly as posislble in the center of the large muscle, 
then cooked the meat to different temperatures, when they cut the 
roasts open and observed the degree of cooking. According to Sprague 
and Grindley (28, pp. 1J,.-15), "if the inner temperature of a roast is 
between 55° C. and 65° C. the meat ·will be rarei if it is between 65° 
O. and 70° 0., it will be medium rarei Ilid if between 70° and 80° 0., 
it will be well done." Subsequent investigators (1, 2, J,., 5, 8, 9, 16, 
19,20,25,29) have been in general agreement that these meat tem
peratures define rare, medium, and well-done beef. 

Showing that oven temperature and stage of cooking influenced the 
time required, Sprague and Grindley reported for two-rib rolled roasts, 
finished at 195° O. oven temperature after being seared 15 minutes at 
250°, 20.1 minutes per pound at the rare stage, 26.5, medium, and 
34.4, well done. When finished at 100° oven temperature, however, 
two-rib rolled roasts required 38.5 minutes per pound to be rare, 42.8, 
medium, and 79.8, well done. I...Jatzke (19, 20) reported for three-rib 
standing cuts of beef finished at 125° oven temperature after being 
seared, 14.19 minutes per pound for rare, 16.44 for medium, and 22.91 
for well-done roasts. For medium-done roasts finished at different 
oven temperatures after searing Latzke found cooking time to range 
from 20.75 minutes per pound in an oven at 110° to 12.83 at 175°. 
Stanley and Oline (29) pu blished cooking time for 13 methods of 
roasting prime ribs of beef to the rare stage, showing that the number 
of minutes per pound varied from 28.80 in an oven at 110° to 10.65 at 
250°. Cover (9) reported that paired three-rib roasts required 22.7 
and 11.6 minutes per pound, respectively, when cooked medium rare 
at 125° and at 225° oven temperature. When cuts were cooked until 
well done in a comparison of these oven temperatures, she found the 
respective times required by paired three-rib roasts to be 42.2 and 
19.0 minutes per pound. 

The fat content of beef ribs was related to cooking time by Thille, 
Williamson, and Morgan (30), who roasted th~ee-rib standing cuts at 
210° O. oyen temperature to 65° at the center. For roasts described 
as having "little or no surface fat" and weighing 2,'790 g, 23.4 minutes 
per pound was required, and for roasts with "thick layer of surface 
fat" and weighing 3,666 g, 19.3. These investigators concluded that 
exterior fat speeds up the rate of heat penetration but interior fat 
may retard it. Nelson, Lowe, and Helser (26) reported that three-rib 
standing roasts containing 9.40 percent visible fat and weighing 1,173 
g required 24.6 minutes per pound, whereas those containing 34.56 
percent visible fat and weighing 5,302 g cooked in 18.3 minutes per 
pound, when all were seared for 20 minutes at oven temperatures 
varying from 230° to 275°, finished at 125°, and cooked rare (57°). 
These investigators stated that weight rather than degree of fatness 
was believed to be responsible for the difference in cooking time of 
the two groups of roasts. 

The weight of a roast influences the number of minutes per pound 
required to cook it, according to Sprague and Grindley, who reported 
that for two-rib rolled roasts of the same character cooked bv the 
same method, one weighing 4 pounds 7 ounces required 27 rn.illutes 
per pound and another weighing 7 pounds 14 ounces required only 
22.9 minutes per pound. These investigators concluded that, other 
things being equal, the heavier the Toast the less will be the time per 
pound required to cook it. 
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The style of cutting' beef rib roasts has been shown to influence the 
number of minutes per pOlmd required for cooking. Sprague and 
Grindley compured the cooking time of single short-rib standing roasts 
with that of two-rib rolled roasts, using the same oven temperature, 
195 0 C., for the finish after searing. At the rare stage the standing 
roasts required 16.3 minutes per pound and the rolled roasts 20.1. 
Cooked until medium, the difference was greater, with 19.2 minutes 
per pound required by the standing I'oasts and 27.9 by the rolled 
roasts. Alexunder (2) compared the cooking time of two-rib stand
ing with that of two-rib rolled roasts, using 3000 F. (149 0 C.) for the 
finish after searing. The standing roasts reached the rare stage in 16 
minutes per pound, the medium in 23, and the well done in 33, in 
striking contrast to the rolled roasts, which required, respectively, 
27, 37, and 51 minutes to the pound. Child and Esteros (7) reported 
that two-rib standing ill1d two-rib rolled roasts cooked to the rare 
stage at 149 0 C. oven temperature l'elluired, respectively, 23.00 and 
35.48 minutes per pound. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

DESCRIPTlON OF BEEF SAMPLES 

The majority of the beef samples for which cooking data are reported 
were from animals in meat-production experiments. To provide addi
tional data on style of cutting and method of cooking, cuts were pur

chased in 1\"ashington, 
D. C., markets. 

'rhe 340 experi
mental animals were 
used in projects at 
Fed era I agricultural 
experiment statiom or 
in cooperative projects 
at the State agricul
tmal experiment sta
tion s of Arkansas, 
Colorado, Louisiantl, 
.\Iichigan, :Mississippi, 
1\fisSQuri, Nebraska, 
North Carolina, Ohio, 
South Carolina, Vir
ginia, ""est Virginia, 
1risconsin, 1Vyoming, 

FIGURE 	1.-Eight-rill wholc:;ale Clit of !leef (X('w York or at the priYate]Y
style) divided iuto two tlu'cp-rih and OIll' two-rib owned King Rand),retail roasts. Kingsvill<.', Tex. 
After the experimental nnimals ,\'(,1'(' slaughtered the carcasses 

were graded by representatives of the Bmeaus of Animal Industry 
and Agricultural Economics find of State agricultuml experiment 
stations, in accordance with the standurds established by the Bureau 
of Agricultuml Economics (10). III 11 total of 340 beef carcasses 
there were 55 d Cboirc, 129 of Gooel, 125 of IvIeclium, and 31 of 
Pluin (formedy Common) grude. 
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The cutting methods for e:-..-perimental animals were in all but three 
cases similar to the Chicago style and are described in the outline for 
the cooperative meat investigations.-1 The ribs were numbered 1 
to 13, No.1 being the rib next to the neck. The cut used as standard 
for palatability tests included the 9th, 10th, and 11th ribs from the 
left side of the carcass. The location of this roast in a wholesale 

~ rib cut (New York style) is shown in figure 1. Three of the experi
mental animals were represented. by the 12th and 13th ribs. One 
animal of incomplete history from a Federal station was represented 
by the pair of 6th to 13th ribs, inclusive. 

The meat purchased in Washington markets came from 77 carcasses. 
Of the 77, 8 were graded as Choice, 26 as Good, 18 as Medium, and 
18 as Plain by representatives of the Bureaus of Agricultural Econom~ 
ics and .Animal Industry, and 7 were not graded. 

Portions purchased were the 6th to 13th ribs inclusive, tJ13 6th, 7th, 
and 8th ribs, the 9th, 10th, and 11th ribs, and the 12tJl and 13th 
ribs, but the number and location of the roasts varied with different 
carcasses. 

Rib cuts were cooked either as standing roasts or they were boned 
and rolled before cooking. All the 337 left 9th, 10th, and 11th rib 
cuts from e:-..-perimental animals were cooked as standing roasts. 
Of the remaining cuts from experimental animals and the cuts pur
chased on the market, 227 were cooked as standing roasts and 31 as 
l'olled roasts. 

ROASTING METHODS 

The eight methods of roasting beef used in the e:-..-periments differed 
:from each other in oven temperature. Four methods of roasting 
employed a very hot oven for a short time at the start to sear the 
meat, and an oven temperature to finish ranging from slow to very 
hot. For the other four methods, constant oven temperatures, rang
ing from slow to very hot, were used. 

Differences in the stage of doneness to which the meat was cooked 
are indicated by the following temperatures, determined with a ther
mometer in the center of the thickest portion: A runge of temperatures 
around 600 C. at which heef is considered rare; 70 0 

, at which beef 
has lost some of its rosy pinkness and is medium done; 75°, at which 
there is usually only a suggestion of pink juice and beef is called 
medium to well done; 800 

, the well-done stage, at which beef usually 
becomes gray brO\VIl and is probably more done than most people 
prefer.

For all experiments the ovens were gas heated, indirect in action, 
ventilated, uninsulated, and equipped with glass doors and tempera~ 
ture regulators. Portable thermometers in the same relative position 
in the several ovens registered the oven temperatures, which were 
read tllrough glnss do,)Ts. Two units of four ovens each were used. 

Roasts were prepl1Ted for the oven without salt, pepper, or flour. 
Each rib roast ,vas weighed and then placed fn.t side up in a weighed 
open roasting pan. For the standing roasts the ribs acted as a natural 
rack to keep the meat out of the drippings in the bottom of the pan. 
Rolled roasts were supported on 'wire racks. Placed with the fat 
covering uppermost, the roasts were self-basting. A roast-meat 

, UNITED STATES Bt'ItEAIJ OF ANurA(, rNDt·~TRY. -' dTt:Df or THE FACTORS wmeH L'inUENCII: THE 
QIJAUTY AND I'-'UTA8ILlTY OF lIEAT. 76 pp., iIIus. 102.. [Minleol1r»pbed.j 
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thermometer was inserted into the center of the eye muscle and kept 
there throughout the cooking period to show when the desired stage 
of doneness was reached. The meat was cooked uncovered and with
out water added to the pan. 

QUICK BEAR AND BLOW FINISH 

Roasts were seared for 20 minutes at an average oven temperature 
of 265° C. after which the cooking was continued in another OVeJl 
held at 125° until the meat thermometer registered 58°, when they 
were removed from the oven and weighed. They were then allowed 
to stand at room temperu,ture until the internal temperature had 
reached 62°, and again weighed. 

For a number of years this method of cooking was the standurd 
laboratOIY method adopted for rib roast of beef in connection with 
the cooperative meat mvestigations. 5 The greater number of the 
samples reported in this bulletin were cooked by this method for palat
ability tests as part of experiments involving production phases. 

QUICK SEAU AND MODERA'FE FINISH 

Rl)asts \vp.re seared as in the above method but the finishing' ovell 
temperature was 150° C., and the meat wn.s cooked to 60°, 70°, 75°, 
and 80° internal temperature, respectively. 

Or, roasts were seared as described above but fInished at 175° C. to 
an internal temperature of 52° to 54° and allowed to stand outside 
the oven until the temperature at the center rose to 62°. 

QUICK SEAR AND UAP1D FINISH 

Roasts were sen.red as in the above methods but finished at 225° C. 
to an internal temperature of 50°, and allowed to stand outside the 
oven until the temperature at the center rose to 62°. 

CONSTANT LOW 1'EMPEUA1'URE 

Roasts were cooked at 125° C. oven temperuture the entire timr. 
For rare roasts the meat was either cooked to an in ternal temperature 
of 58° und allowed to stand outside the oven until tlJe temperature at 
the center rose to 62°, odt was left in the oven ulltil themeut thermom
eter registered 60°. MNLt was cooked also to 70°, 75°, and 80° 
internal temperature, respectively. 

('ONSTANT MODERATE l'EMl?EHA'l'URE 

Roasts were cooked at 150° C. oven temperature the f'ut,ire time to 
an internal tempemture of 56°, and allowed to stant outside the 
oven until tllC tempernture a~ the center reached 62°. This constant 
very moderute ternpNnture method supersedes the staJ1darcllabora
tory method (quick srlll' and slow finish) formerly adopted for p~lata
bility tests in connection with the cooperative meat investigations. 

Or, roasts were cooked at 175° C. oven temperature the entire 
time. For rare roasts the meat was cooked either to an inte1'l1ul 
temperature of 52°, 54°, (II' 58° and allowed to stnnd outside the oven 

'UNITRIJ STATRg DUltEAUS m' HOMK1'(!ONOMI(!S Imel ANIMAL TNDUSTIlY. METUODS or COO KINO IIUT 
FOn J'ALATAJUJ.lTY. :10 pp., JJJus. JlI)vised, 11):1:1, lMiIIl~ogTllpbed.J 
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until the temperature at the center reached 62°, or it was left in the 
oven until the meat thermometer registered 60°. :Meat was cooked 
also to 70°, 75°, and 80° internal temperature, respectively. 

CONSTANT HIGH TEMPERATUliE 

Roasts were ('ooked at 235° C. the entire tinle to an internal tem
perature of 62°. 

DETERMINATION OF SHRINKAGE 

In these investigations shrinkage is defined as loss of weight during 
cooking. The shrinkage of each roast was determined as total loss of 
weight, and also as two fractions of the total, namely, pan-drippings 
loss and loss due to evaporation of water (14). Drippings loss IS the 
weight of the mixture of fat and juice that cooks out of meat and 
collects in the roasting pan or on a tray after removal from the oven. 
Loss of weight due to the evaporation of water is the difference 
between total loss of weight and the weight of the drippings. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the shrinkage of each roast was calculated as 
percentage of the weight of the raw cut, ready for the oven, trimmed, 
and including bone. 

On the basis of principles established through chemical analysis 
(14, 22), it is possible to discuss the evaporation and drippings frac
tions of the loss of weight as approximations to losses, respectively, 
of water and of fat from meat auring roasting. It. appears that the 
evaporation fraction of the loss of weight is less than the true water 
loss but is a fairly good estimate of it. Pan drippings usually are 
mainly melted fat, especiall.v when beef is cooked to the rare stage in 
a slow oven. The composition of the pan drippings undoubtedly 
varies con sid embly, hence this fraction of the los8 of weight has no 
definition in terms of exact amounts of fat, water, salts, and nitrog
enous constituents. 

DETERMINATION OF COOKING TIME 

The total time of cooking recorded in miuutes includes the searing 
period but terminates on removal of the roast from the oven. The 
number of minutes per pound was calculated by dividing the total 
time by the weight in pounds of the uncooked roast, ready for the 
oven, unless otherwise indicated. 

j'LAN OF EXPERIMENTS 

Preliminary to the studies on the influence of style of cutting und 
of ('ooking tempC'rature on s]u'iIlJmge and time, five series of experi
ments were ('tllTiecl Ollt. In the first series wholesale cuts consisting 
of eight ribs, the 6th to 13th ribs inclusive, were divided into three 
roasts containing, respectively, the 6th, 7th, and 8th ribs, the 9th, 
10th, and 11th ribs, and the 12th and 13th ribs) as shown in figlU'e 1. 
Adjacent l"onsts were cooked by the same method in order to compare 
their shrinkage and cooking time. 

Since the 9th, lOth, and 11 tIl rib roast is the sample used for pabta
bility tests on experimental b<,cJ' animals in the cooperative meat 
investigations,G the second series of preliminary tests was made on 

• See footnotes 4 nnd 5, pp. 7 and 8. 

llfl035°-:l!J-2 
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paired 9th, lOth, and 11th rib cuts from the same carcass. These 
were cooked in the same wa,y for the purpose of obtaining shrinkage 
and cooking time data to be used as checks for experiments in which 
the style of cutting or the temperature of cooking was to be a variable 
factor. 

In the third series, 9th, lOth, and 11th rib roasts of the same tem
perature nt the start. of cooking but. of different weights were cooked 
by the same method to show how 'weight would influence the rate of 
cooking. 

In the fourth series, 9th, lOth, ana 11th rib roasts which fell within 
a narrow range of weight but differed in temperature when plnced in 
the oven were cooked by the same method to show the relation of 
initial meat temperature to th3 time required for cooking. 

In the fifth series of preliminary tests the object'was to show how the 
length of. the rib 90nes of standing rOll;sts may affect shrinkage and 
cooking time. Pmred 12th a.nd 13th 1"1b roa.sts were selected. The 
bones were not disturbed on the left roa.sts but were sawed off short 
from the rights. All were cooked by the same method. 

For the experiment.s set up to show how shrinkage and cooking time 
are influenced by the style of eutting a rib roast, paired standing 
roa.sts from the same carcass were selected, one was left as a standing 
ronst and the other was boned and rolled, and both were cooked by 
the same method. 

Relations between oven tl'mperature and shrinkage and cooking 
time were studied by using different oyen temperatures on paired left 
and right roasts cut in the sa.me way and cooked to the same meat 
temperature at the center. To relate the degree of doneness of a 
piece of beef to its shrinkage a.nci cooking time, roasts were cooked 
rare, removed from the oven and ,veigh ed, put ba.ck into the oven 
until medium, weighed aga.in, and then returned to the oven to cook 
until well done for the fina.l weighing. 

How the grade of beef determined shrinkage and cooking time was 
indicated by comparing the shrinkage and cooking time of the san:e 
rib portion cooked by the same method when this cut ca.IDe from differ
ent grades. 
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PRELIMINARY TESTS 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME OF DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF AN 

EIGHT-RIB CUT OF BEEF 


Thirteen eight-rib cuts of beef, containing the 6th to 13th ribs, 
inclusive, were purchased in Washington markets. Included in the 
13 cuts were 4 pairs, 1 pair each from Choice, Good, Medium, and 
Plain carcasses. There were four single cuts, taken, respectively, 
from three Good carcasses and one Plain carcass. The remaining 
single cut was not graded. 

The eight-rib cuts were each divided into three parts, as shown in 
figure 1, for eJ>.-periments on the shrinkage and cooking time of the 
different portions. The left-hand adjacent 6th, 7th, and 8th rib, 
9th, 10th, and 11th rib, and 12th and 13th rib standing roasts from 
the four pairs of graded eight-rib cuts were cooked rare by the quick
sear-and-slow-finish method. The corresponding right roasts were 
cooked rare by the lower constant-moderate temperature of 150° C. 
The sets of adjacent roasts from the four single graded eight-rib cuts 
were cooked rare by the higher constant-moderate temperature of 
175°. The adjacent roasts from the ungraded eight-rib cut were 
cooked rare by the constant-high temperature of 235°. The data are 
shown in table 1. 

TABLE I.-Shrinkage and cooMng time of 3- and 2-rib standing roasts from the 
same 8-rib cut of beef (6th to 18th n:bs, incl!t,~ivc) 

Shrinkage duringTem· roasting I ook-Weight pera· ingRoasting method, O\'en and Nnmber and description of orun· ture 

meat temperatures (0 ('.1 roasts cooked ofnn· 
 time 

cooked E\'aji- Drip· perroost ora.. Total poundroast pingstion 

Per· Per- Per- Min-
Quick sear (265°) and slow Grams °0. cent cent cent ute& 

finish (125°); r' left, 6th, 7th, and 8th ribs 4,222 5.3 9. 'I 2.6 12.3 22.7 
Meat, 58° to 62° (mre)_••. 	 4, left, 9th, lOth, and llthribs. 3.605 6.8 7.8 3.6 11. 4 20.6 

4, Jeft, 12th and 13th ribs •.• _ 2,021 9.3 7.2 4.8 12.0 21.9 
Constant moderate tempera' rright, 6th, 7th, and 8tb ribs. 4,590 4.9 10.6 2.7 13.3 19.0ture (J5()0); 4, right, 9th, 10tb, and lItb:Mcat, 56° to 62° (rare) __.• rlbs._ .•• _..._.•_••••.•.••• 3,518 8.5 9.0 4.1 13.1 18.2 

4, rigbt, 12tb and 13tb ribs .. 1,973 9.9 G.2 3.8 10.0 22.4 

Constant moderate tempera, 	 4,642 4.8 15.5 3.2 18.7 19. 9r:1,;"}'",, no,",..,I>'tnre (175°);

Meat, MO to 62° (rare)... 
 ~: ~~~~ltr~ib;~~~~-~~-~-:~:~ 4,006 5.3 11. 1 4.1 15.2 17.6 

2, l~rt 12t.h nnd 13th ribs 2,288 7.3 10.4 5.0 10.0 20.72, right .--
Constant higb temperature 

(235°); rlrft, 6th, 7th, and 8th ribs. 5,584 4.0 18. S 8.6 27.1 13.6 
Meat, 62° (rare) ". _____ .. \, 1rft, 9th, lOth, nnd 11th ribs. 4,801 5.0 17.6 14.7 32.3 14.7I I, left, 12th and 13th ribs._._ 3,274 12.0 10.8 ]5.0 25.8 13.4 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME OF PAIRED ROASTS COOKED 

BY THE SAME METHOD 


The paired 9th, lOth, and 11th rib roasts from 20 beef carcasses 
were purchased in ,Vashington markets_ 

Ten pairs of stunding roasts were cooked by the quick-sear-and
slow-finish method, and 10 pairs by a constant-moderate temperature. 
Data on shrinkage and cooking time for the corresponding left and 
right roasts f)f the two series are given in tables 2 and 3. 
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TABLE 2.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 10 pairs of 3-rib standl:ng roasts of 
beef (9th, 10th, 11th nos), cooked by the same quick-sear-and-slow-finish method 

[Oven: 265° C. for 20 minutes, 125° for finishing. Meat: 58° to 62° (rare» 

Shrinkage during roasting Weight of Tempera- Cooking
uncooked time perture of 

roast pounduncooked 

Grade of beef roast Evaporation Drippings 'rota! 


Loft Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right 

Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Min- Min·
Grams Grams o C. °c. cent cent cent cent cent cent ute. ute. r323 4,445 7.0 7.0 8.8 8.9 5.1 5.2 13.9 14.1 21.1 21.8Good___________________ 4,270 4,143 8.0 0.0 7.5 7.9 3.5 3.0 11.0 11. 5 18.8 20.5 
4,154 4,089 4.0 4.0 7.3 6.7 4.8 4.8 12.1 11. 5 20.2 20.6 
4, 840 4,807 11. 0 9.5 6.S 7.3 3.9 4.6 10: 7 11.9 20.3 20.5 

Mean______________ ----------------------- 
4,398 4,371 7.5 6.6 7.6 7.7 4.3 4.6 11.9 12.3 20.1 2O.Q 
= ------= --= = -------

2,661 14.0 14.0 7.9 8.3 .8 .6 8.7 8.9 19.0 17.9Plaln..__________________ 3,046 7.6 21.0 
2,295 2, 444 15.0 13.5 8.5 8.8 4.3 3.6 12.8 12.4 18.8 18.4 
3,134 3,255 4.0 6.0 8.7 7.8 2.3 1.4 11.0 9.2 21. 7 23.4 

f273 2, 987 4.0 6.0 7.4 3.1 2.8 10.7 10.2 21.1 

Mean..______________ ----------------------- 2,687 2,837 9.3 9.9 B.2 8.1 2.0 2.1 10.8 10.2 20.1 20.2 

No data________________ 3,728 12.5 14.0 9.1 9.4 5. B 5.0 14.9 15.0 17.9e,220 19.6 
3,749 3,574 13.5 n.5 B.3 7.3 5.1 4.0 13.4 11.3 19.2 20.2 

Mean_______________ --------= ------------- 
3,988 3,651 13.0 12.8 8.7 8.4 5.5 4.8 14.2 13.2 18.6 19.0 

Mean of 10__________ = --------------------= 3,632 3,613 9.3 9.2 B.1 B.O 3.9 3.6 12.0 n.6 19.8 20.4 

TABLE a.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 10 pairs of 3-rib standing roasts of 
beef (9th, 10th, 11th ribs), cooked by the same constant-moderate-temperature 
method 

[Oven: 175° C. Meat: 54° to 620 (rare)] 

Tempera- Shrinkage during roasting Weight of Cookingture ofuncooked - time peruncookedroast poundroast Evaporation Drippings TotalGrade of beef 

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right 

Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- MIn- Min

rGram. Grams ° C. o C. cent cent cent cent cent cent ute. ute. 
843 3,838 6.0 6.0 12.2 12.2 4.B 5.5 17.0 17.7 18.5 19.1 

Good ___________________ 4,092 4,015 2.0 3.0 lJ.1 11.7 3.1 3.3 14.2 15.0 17.2 17.5 
4,627 4,881 B.O 6.0 10.7 9.7 4.2 3.9 14. 9 13.6 15.7 16.1 
3,892 3,900 B.O 7.0 12.2 12.5 4.3 4.6 16.5 17.1 14.5 15.6 
3,990 4,005 5.0 5.0 9. 9 B.9 4.8 4.1 14.7 13.0 16.0 16.5 

Me.n_______________ 4,089 4,128 5.8 5.4 11.2 11.0 4.2 4.3 15.4 15.3 16.4 16.9 

3,468 4.0 5.0 8.6 10.5 2.6 3.0 n.2 14.1 18.3 18.2
j3' 3044,000 3,768 4.0 3.0 14.0 12.0 3.1 3.3 17.1 15.3 16.1 16.6 

3,832 3,615 6.0 0.0 13.2 11.9 3.0 3.5 16. B 15.4 15.3 16.6 
3,430 3,550 8.0 10.0 12.B 12.0 3.1 3.3 15.9 15.3 14.3 15. 9 
3,403 3,318 2.5 3.0 10.7 11.0 5.3 5.7 16.0 10.7 17.7 16.9 

Mean____________ •.. --

Plain___________________ 

3,594 3,545 4.0 5.4 11. 9 1l.5 3.5 3.9 15.4 15,4 16.3 16.8 --= -- ----------M asn of 10. ____ • _ . 3,841 3,836 5.4 5.4 11.5 11.2 3.0 4.1 15.4 15.3 16.4 16. 9 

COOKING TIME AS INFLUENCED BY WEIGHT OF RAW CUT 

Thirty-two standing roasts (9th, 10th, and 11th ribs) of the same 
initial temperature (8° C.) but of different weights were chosen from 
meat-production e:ll:periments. They were cooked by the quick-sear
and-slow-finish method. The data appear in table 4. 
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TABLE 4.-Relation between the weight of 3-rib standing roasts of beef (9th, 10th, 
11th ribs) and the time required for cooking by the quick-sear-and-slow-finish 
method 

[Oven: 2550 C. for 20 minutes, 1250 for finishing. Meat: 580 to 620 (rare)] 

Cooking time per Cooking time per 
Range in Range inpound pound 

Roasts I weight of Roasts I weight of 
(number) uncooked (number) uncooked 

roast Aver roast AverRange Rangeage age 

Grams Minutes Minutes Gram" Minutes Minute!2____________ .. _ 8________________ _
1,250-1,749 22. 6 21. 3-23. 9 3, 750-4, 249 L_. ____________ .. 24.7 _________ _ 4________________ _ 20.1 17.6-21.8 

3_____________ .. 1,750-2,249 3_______________ __ 4,250-4, 749 21. 3 20. 6-22. 7 
L ___________ .... 23.3 __________ L._______ • ______ _ 2,250-2,749 21. 3 19.3-23.5 4, 750-5, 249 19.0 18. lH9. 5 

2,750-3,249 5,250-5,7497__ . __________ .. 2________________ _
3, 250-3, 749 20. 5 16.9-22.8 5,750-6,249 ~~: 1 -iii~O:iii~4 

1 All roasts were the same temperature (80 C.) at the center when put into the oven. 

COOKING TIME AS INFLUENCED BY TEMPERATURE OF CUT 

WHEN PUT INTO OVEN 


Seventy-six standing roasts (9th, 10th, and 11th ribs) within the 
weight range 2,948 to 3,397 g, inclusive, were chosen from meat-pro
duction experiments. These roasts differed in temperature when 
placed in the oven. They were cooked to the same final temperature 
by the quick-sear-and-slow-finish method. The data relating initial 
meat temperature to time required for cooking are presented in table 5. 

TABLE 5.-Relation between the temperature of 3-rib standing roasts of beef (9th, 
10th, 11th ribs) when }Jut into the oven and time required for cooking by lhe 
quick-sear-and-slow-jimsh method 

[Oven: 2650 C. for 20 minutes, 1250 for finishing. Meat: 580 to 62° (rare)] 

, 
Cooking time 

Range in tern- Average weight Roasts perature of of uncooked Total Per pound(number) uncooked roast roast 

Average Range Average Range 

·C. Grams Minutes :Minute8 Minutes Minute86____________________ 5.9- 6.9 3,058 153 149-165 22.8 20.7-24.412___________________ 7.0- 8.9 3,233 154 137-166 21.6 18.7-24.321.__________________ 9.0-10.9 3,160 145 114-167 2O.B 17.1-23.0 
9_________________• __ 
20___________________ 

11.0-12.9 3,217 139 129-158 19.6 18.5-21. 6 
3,150 129 113-141 IB.7 16.4-20.0 

2____________________ 
~L__________________ 13.0-14.91

15.0-16.9 3,042 laO 126-13(1 19.4 18.8-20.6 
17. O-lS. 9 3,126 123 123-123 17. 9 17. I-IS. 6 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME AS INFLUENCED BY LENGTH 

OF THE RIB BONES 


Three pairs of 12th and 13th rib roasts were purchased in Wash
ington markets. One pair was graded Cboice and the other two pairs 
Medium. 

To determine how the length of the rib bones influenced the shrink
age and cooking time, the lpft roasts were cooked as received from the 
llflrket, but from the corresponding right roasts several inches of bone 
were sawed, making blocky short-rib cuts. 

All roasts were cooked rare by a quick-sellr-and-moderate-finish 
method and taken from the oven and weighed. The roasts were then 

http:13.0-14.91
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returned to the oven to cook to the medium-done stage, when they 
were again weighed. Again the roasts were put back into the oven and 
cooked well done, when the final weights were taken. For each stage 
of cooking the shrinkage and cooking time were calculated. Results 
are given in table 6. 

TABLE 6.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 3 pairs of 2-rib standing roasts of beef 
(12th and 13th ribs), as a:tJected by the length of the rib bones 

Ilhrinkage during Cooking
Tern· roasting time

Weight peru·
Roasting method, oven and Number and dcscrip· ofun· ture 

meat temperatures (0 C.) tion of rOil' cool;:ed of un- Evaproast i cooked Perora- Drip- Total Totalroast pings poundtion 

Quick senr (205°) and moderate Per- Per- Per- Min- Min
flnisb (150°): Grams ° C. cent cent cent ute8 ute8e' left, long boncs ______ 3,157 12.0 7.3 6.1 13.4 103 14.8Meat, 60° (rare) _•••••••••_ 3, right, short boncs___ 2,732 11.8 7.3 5.3 12.6 105 17.4 

{3, left, long boncs ______ 3.157 12.0 10.0 7.9 17.9 139 20.2Meat, 70° (medium)•••••• _ 3, right, short bones___ 2,732 11.8 9.6 6.4 16.0 143 23.7 
____• 3,157 12.0 13.4 9.7 23.1 184 26.9Meat, 80° (well done) ••• _ •• {3, left, long boncs 

3, right, short boncs___ 2,732 11.8 12.9 7.5 20.4 192 32.0 

The five series of preliminary experiments showed, respectively, the 
following results. Three portions of the same eight-rib cut shrank 
somewhat differently and cooked at different rates. When the center 
portion, the 9th, 10th, and 11 th rib cut, was paired with the same 
cut from the same carcass and cooked by the same method there was 
considerable variation in shrinkage and cooking time within pairs. 
For single 9th, 10th, and 11th rib cuts of the same temperature, the 
greater the weight, the faster was the rate of cooking. For groups of 
9th, 10th, and 11th rib cuts averaging approximately the same in 
weight the lower the meat temperature, the slower was the rate of 
cookin~. The length of the rib bones of 12th and 13th rib cuts affected 
the shrinkage and the number of minutes per pound required for cook
ing but not the total time, These results suggest that probably 
factors other than the particular one under investigation were opera
tive. For example, weight, temperature, and proportion of bone were 
operating factors in every experiment. 

According to table 1, the data on the shrinkage of adj'acent roasts 
from the same wholesale rib of beef showed a progressive decrease in 
evaporation loss and with one exception an increase in drippings loss 
from the chuck end to the 19in end of the cut. The total shrinkage of the 
6th, 7th, and 8th rib roasts was greater than for the 12th and 13th 
rib roasts, but that of the 9th, 10th, and 11th rib roasts was not related 
consistently to the others for all cooking methods used. 

The relative shrinkage during cooking of the three adjacent roasts 
is believed to be explained chiefly on the basis of composition. Data 
of nearest application are those of Hall and .Emmett (15) who reported 
physical analyses of four adjacent retail rib cuts from the same whole
sale cut, giving the percentage of lean and visible fat, respectively, as 
follows: For 6th rib, 61.43 and 23.72 percent; 7th and 8th ribs, 56.00 
and 27.81 pp,rcent; 9th and 10th ribs, 54.26 and 31.41 percent; and 
11th and 12th ribs, 49.44 and 37.44 percent. The progressive increase 
in drippings loss from the 6th, 7th, and 8th rib to the 12th and 13th 
rib portion parallels the progressive increase in fat content reported 
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by Hali and Emmett. This result would be expected, because the 
higher the fat content of beef roasts the greater is the drippings loss 
during cooking, according to data published by Alexander (1), by 
Black and his associates (4, 5), by Hankins (17), by Helser (18), 
by Nelson, Lowe, and Helser (26), and by Thille, Williamson, and 
:Morgan (30). As regards evaporation loss, the inverse relation 
observed here between fat content and evaporation loss has been noted 
by all the above investigators. 

The data on cooking time of the adjacent roasts were variable, 
but for those cooked by quick-sear-and-slow-finish and bv constant
moderate-temperature methods the 9th, lOth, and IIth lib portion 
required the smallest number of minutes per pound. On the basis 
of their relative weights, the 6th, 7th, and 8th rib cuts would have 
beAn expected to require the smallest number of minutes per pound, 
and the 12th and 13th ribs the greatest, with the 9th, lOth, and 11th 
ribs intermediate. The meat temperature, however, was an inter
fering factor, as it was the smallest for the heaviest roasts and the 
largest for the lightest roasts. It is very difficult to keep roasts of 
different weights at the same temperature. Another interfering 
factor should be considered for the 6th, 7th, and 8th rib roasts. In 
this portion of the eight-rib cut there is a heavy covering of sme.ll 
muscles over the eye and this covering seems to slow down the rate 
of heat penetration into the eye where the meat thermometer is 
placed. 

As given in table 1, the relative shrinkage and cooking time of 
adjacent 6th, 7th, and 8th and 9th, lOth, and llth rib roasts cooked 
by the quick-sear-and-slow-~nish method were in general accord with 
data on these two cuts published by Nelson, Lowe, and Helser (26), 
as follows: Volatile cooking losses, 10.7 and 8.9 percent; drippings 
losses, 7.2 and 8.6 percent; minutes per pound for cooking, 19.3 
and 16.8. 

In table 6, the data on shrinkage show that on the average the 
roasts with long bones lost relatively more of their raw weight than 
the short-rib roasts at every stage of cooking. The greater shrinkage 
of the roasts with long bones is believed to be accounted for by their 
greater surface of fat and lean, also possibly by their extra amount of 
connective tissue and bone. With regard to connectiYe tissue and 
bone, it is interesting to note the observations of Grindley and Mo
jonnier (14) and also of McCance and Shipp (22) that little is known 
of the portion of the cooking losses contributed by those constituents. 

The data on shrinkage show also more difference in the drippings 
losses than in the evaporation losses of the two series of roasts. This 
is reasonable because the rib ends of Choice- and Medium-grade 
roasts usually contain more fat than lean, and extra length of ribs 
would be expected to contribute more to drippings losses than to 
evaporation losses. 

As regards the shrinkage and cooking time data for paired 9th, 
10th, and 11th rib cuts, shown in tables 2 and 3, the discrepancies 
within pairs are believed to be partially explained by differences in 
weight and in temperature between corresponding left and right roasts. 
The results of cooking roasts having rib bones of different lengths 
seem particularly applicable to the data on Eaired roasts in tables 2 
and 3, although cuts and cooking methods dlffered. It goes without 
saying that the composition of a rib roast as regards lean, .fat, and 
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bone is governed to a considerable extent by the way t.he ribs are cut 
out of the carcass and trimmed. So unless a pair of roasts were turned 
out exactly alike, which is practically impossible to do, they would 
not be the same in composition, and could not be expected to shrink 
identically or require pr('cisely the same number of minutes per pound 
when cooked by the same method. 

The only published datn. on pairs of beef roasts cooked by the same 
method, so far as the '''Titers know, are those of Sprague and Grindley 
(28) who reported the cooking time of seven pairs of two-rib rolled 
roasts. All the Toasts were seared at the start for 15 minutes at 
250° C. and then finished at 195° oven temperatm-e. Two pairs of 
roasts were taken from the oven when the meat temperature was 
43°, three pairs at 55°, and the other two were allowed to remain in 
the oven until they reltched 70°. The differences in the time of cook
ing per pound of the paired roast~ rnnged from 0.4 to 3.6 minutes. 
Sprague and Grindley were of the opiuion that slight differences in 
the position of the thermometers in the paired roasts were responsible 
for the differences in cooking time. No doubt this was a factor in 
the tests reported here. 

These results from preliminary experiments suggest that an efIicient 
way to compare different methods of cooking is to use pau·eel left 
and right cuts from the same carcass, trimmed to match as nearly as 
possible and kept at the same temperature. These resplts also indi
cate that when comparulg different cooking methods it is well to 
repeat tests as many times as possible, t.o use different gmdes and 
cuts of meat, and to gUilrd against attributing too much significance 
to small differences between avera~es. Consistent variation through 
a series of pairs ic:; what counts when deciding whet.her one method of 
cookmg affects meat differently from another. 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME AS INFLUENCED BY STYLE OF 

CUTTING BEEF RIBS 


STANDING AND ROLLED THREf:-RIB ROASTS 

Ten pain.; of 6t.h, 7th, and 8th rib cuts of beef were purchased in 
Washington markets. Six pairs were Good grade and four pairs 
Plain gmde beef. 

The right roasts were weighed as standing roasts, then boned and 
rolled. Right rolled roasts and left standing roasts were cooked by 
the same method and shrinkuge and cooking time det.ermined. In 
addition, the shrinkage and the eooking time of the rolled roasts were 
culculated, respectively, as p<'rcent and as minutes pel' pound of the 
weight. before boning and rolling. 

Five pairs of left, standing and rigbt, rolled ronsts were cooked by 
a quick-sear-nud-moder·a.te-temp<'l'u,ture method to 60°, to 70°, and 
to 75° C. meat tempemtur<'. Three of the five pairs of roasts were 
cooked to 80° but, of the oth<'r two pnirs, only the standing roast of 
Good grade and the rolled roast of Plain grade reached this stage. 
The data. on pail'S which reu,ched the slime stage are presented in 
table 7. 

Fiv6 pairs of left, standing lWei right, rolled roasts were cooked by 
a constant-moderate-temperature method. The data are given in 
table 8. 
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TABLE 7.-Shrinkage and cooking Ume of paired S-rib roasts of beef (6th, 7th, 8th 
ribs), standing and rolled, cooked by a q!Lick-sear-and-modtJrate-ftni~h method 

Shrinkago during CookingTem· roasting timeRoasting method, Weight per·
OTen and meat Grade Number and descrip· oCun· aturo 
temperatnres oCbeeC tion oC roasts cooked oClln· Evap·(0 C.) roast cooked Per:qrip· Total Totnl!"aast ora~ pings poundtion 

Quick sear (265°) Per· Per· Per· .'lin· Min· 
and moderato Grams °c. cent cent cent utes Illes 
flnisb (150°): e' left, standing_ •.•••. 4,826 4.2 12.0 4.2 16.2 206 19.4 

Good. 3, right, rolled ••.••.••• 3,5i3 5.0 15.0 3.3 18.3 240 30.7 
Meat, 60° (rare). { ~, right, stan.ding ••••.. 14,858 -------- 211.0 22.5 '13.5 ------ ' 22.5 

{_' left, standing....... 4,052 3.5 10.7 2.2 12.9 179 20.0 

Plain. 2, right, rolled ........ 2,S50 4.3 14.8 2.6 17.4 198 31. 6 

2, right, standing.•... 13, S02 2 11.0 22.0 213.0 , 23.7 r' left, standing.•••..• 4,826 4.2 16.6 4.8 21.4 206 25.0 
{GOOd. 3, r!ght, rolled: .•.•.••. 3,573 5.0 20.5 4.7 25.2 316 40.4 

Meat, 70° (me· 3, rl~ht, standing...... 14,S58 2 ~.5 218.0 ' 29.6''''3:5' 215.1 -----dinm). 2, left, standing....... 4,052 16.0 3.4 19.4 248 27.9 
Plain. {2, right, rulled ......... 2,850 4.3 20.4 3.6 2·1.0 261 41. 4 

2, right, standing•••••• 13,S02 21.5.3 22.7 21S.0 231.0e' left, standing....... 321 aO.2 
----- ..-

4,826 4.2 20.4 5.3 25. i 
~reut, 750 (me- {GOOd. 3, r!ght, rolled: ........ 3,573 5.0 24.2 .5.6 29.8 377 4S.2 

3, right, standmg...... 14,S58 217.8 24.1 '21. 9 --- _. ~ , :15. 4dium well -------
2, lelt, standing••.•••• 4,052 3.5 20. :I 3.8 24.1 311 35.1done). Plain. {2, right, rolled ......... 2,850 4.3 2·1. 5 4.3 28.S 313 49.7 
2, ri!:ht, standing•••••. 13,802 ----_. ". 2 lR..1 , 3.2 221. 6 

--~." . ' 37.2r' left, standing••••••• 4,715 3.S 24.3 5.6 29.9 382 36.7 
{GOOd. 2, right, rolled ......... 3,493 3.5 27.1 5.8 32.9 415 54.5 


Meat, SOo (well 2, right, ~tanding...... 14,653 ....1:0· 220.3 24.4 22..1. 7 140.7..... 
done). 1, left, standin!: ....... 4,292 20.2 5.3 25.5 

~--

325 34.4 

Plain. {I, rigbt, rolled ......... 2,660 2.5 23.3 5.S 211.1 309 52.7 


~_M • ____11, right, standing...... 13,545 217.5 24.3 221.S ------ 139.5 

I Weight of rigbt roasts, trimmed and including bone, hefore being made into rolls. 
I Shrinkage and cooking time of rolled roasts when calculated on the hasis oC their weights as standing 

roasts. 

TABLE S.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 5 pairs of 3-rib roasts of beef (6th, 7th, 
8th ribs), standing and rolled, cooked by a constant-1Iloderate-tem1Jera/u.re method 

--------,----1--------,...··--· --- .-.-----,.--- 
Shrinka~e during CookingTem· roasting timeWeigbt pera'Roasting method, Grade Num ber and descrip. of un· tureoven and meat tem· of tion of roasts cooked of un·peratnrcs (OC.) heef roast cooked 

roast E~rJrl ~i~~;1 Total Totallp~~d 
------_.- ---\---------\--------- ---------.--
Constant modorate Per· Per· PeT' Min· l'.fin· 

temperature (175°): Grams o C~ ce1lt cent cent ut.. u(~.,rleft, standing........ 5, 200 4. i 14.0 4 I, 18.2 216 18.0 
3, right, rolled......... 3, 760 4.2 17.0 4.3 21.:1 224 27.1
1000d - a, right, standing...... I 5,027 -.----- .. '12.7 2B.2 '15.9 20.3M ent, 60° (rare) .. f' left, stunding........ 4,259 4.5 16.6 2.6 19.2 "iss' ' 

20.3
Plain. ~, right, rolled......... 2,923 5.0 17.9 1.9 lU.8 200 31.3 
2, right, standing...... , I 3,956 ...- 213.2 21.4 214.6 '23.2~--- ..r' lelt, standing......... 5, 200 4.7 IS.5 5.0 23.5 268 23.5 

3, right, roUed... ...... 3, i60 4.2 21.5 5.2 26.7 2il 32.7 

Meat, 70° (me· a, ri~ht, standing...... 1 5,027 .. -- 116.2 , 3. 91000d - .-.... ' 20.1 "230' '24.6~ 

dium). t left, standing........ 4,259 4.5 20.5 3.1 23.6 24.6
Plain. 2, right, rolled......... 2,92:1 5.0 23.7 2.9 26.6 254 39.8 
2, right, standing...... 1 3,950 .. ..... .. 217.6 22.1 ' 19.7 -_ .... -- 229.5r' left, standing....... 5,2OV 4.7 

~ 

21. 7 5.3 2i~ 0 306 26. 9 
3, right, rolled......... 3,760 4.2 24.:1 5.9 30.2 30·\ 36.7 

Meat, 75° (medi· 1000d 3, right, standing...... 1 5,027 '11; ? 2-1..\ 222~6 J 27.5 
um well done). t, left, standing. ...... 4.259 •·...j:5·124:2 3.4 2;. G 2;0 29.0 

Plain.. 2, right, rolled......... 2,923 5.0 28.1 3.2 31.3 295 46.2 
2, ri~ht, standing...... 1 3, 056 ........ 220.7 12.4 '2:1.1 '34.3t, left, standing•• ,.,,, 6,200 4.7 24.6 5.9 30.5 345 30.4 

-.---

lo~ 3, right, rolled......... 3,760 4.2 27.1 6.6 :1:1. i 330 41.0 
Meat, SOo (well 3, right, standing..... ..... 15. 02i ... -" ..- 220. -I 14.9 225.3 -.--,.- '30.7 

done). {2, lelt, standing._..... 4,259 i 4.5 2i.5 :1.6 3I.! 309 33.3 
Plain .• 2, right, rolled......... 2,023) 5.0 31.2 3.6 :14.& 332 52.1 

2, right, standing..___ .... t 3,056 ' .. ". '23.0 '2.0 '2.5.0 -."-,, '3S.7 

~ 

-------'---'----------'-_.._-'---'"--'._--'.__._-
Bee footnotes to tuble 7. 

118035°-39-3 

http:constant-1Iloderate-tem1Jera/u.re
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STANDING AND ROLLED TWO.RlB ROASTS 

Four pairs of 12th and 13th rib cuts of beef of Good grade were 
purchased in Washington markets. 

As in the tests made on the paired 6th, 7th, and 8th rib cuts, the 
right 12th and 13th rib roasts were boned and rolled, and cooked by 
the same method as used on the left, standing roasts. Two pairs of 
left, standing and right, rolled roasts were cooked by a quick-sear-and
moderate-temperature and the other two pairs by a constant-moder
ate-temperature method. Data are given in table 9. 

TABLE g.-Shrinkage and cooking time oj paired 2-rib roasis oj beef (12Ih, 13th ribs) 
oj Good grade, siandhlg and rolled, cooked/iy 'luick-sear-and-1Iloderate-finish and by 
consiant-1Il0deraie-ie1llperature meihods 

I Ii Sltrinkll.f(e durinl( Cooking
'l'em· roasting time 

Weight pera· 
Roasting method. oven nnd Numbl'r and descrJp· of un· ture I 	 i 

meat temperatures (0('.) ti(l!l or roasts cooked of un· ;Evap· . I 
roast cooked lora. D!"lp, Totul Total Per 

roast tion pmgs pound 

1-- - Per.·~ Per. lUill.l:';;:-I 

Quick senr (205°) and modf.'r· 	 i aram., ° C. cent cent cellt 111<8 ul<8 
a!efinish(l500): {~.Il'ft.SLanding••.••.. 2.840 6.0 8.6 0.4 15.0 114 18.1 
l\reat.600(rnr~L ..... _.... 2.rif:ht.rolled ......... 2.214 7.011.6 7.1 IS.7 144 29.6 

2.ri~ht.stunding..... 13.0-15 ._ ...... '8.5 '5.2 '13.7 .. _... 121.5 
2. left. stunding_..... 2.840 0.0 10.6 7.4 18.0 141 22.5 

{Meat. 70° (medium) ....._. 	 2. right. rolled ......... 2.214 7.0 14.:l 8.6 22.9 174 35.0 

2,right.stunding.... __ 1:l.045 ________ '10.5 16.3 '16.8 ____ .. '25.9 
2. left. standing....... 2. 840 ~. 0 14.5 8.8 23.3 184 29.4 

Ment, 80° (well done1- ___ . 2. right. rolled... ___ ... 2.214 7.0 10.3 11. 0 30.3 223 ~5. 7{2. right. stnnding______ 13.045 ________ , H.l '8.0 '22.1 '33.4 
('onstnnt 	moderate h'mpera' 

ture (175°): {2. Icft. standing.... _.. 2.570 fi.5 11. 0 5. ~ 16.5 108 19.1 
Ment. 60° (rnre) ....___ •___ 	 2. right. rolled......... 1.931 7.5 14.3 6.1 20.4 135 31. 8 

2.ril'ht.stunding...... 12.572 ________ '10.714.6 '15.3 '23.8 
[2. left. stllnding.. ..... 2,570 fl. 5 I~. 7 6.1 19.8 120 22.6 

Meat, 70· (mcdium) _______ ]2. ril'ht. rolled.. ....... 1,931 7.5 17.7 7.4 25. 1 15.~ 30.4 
2.right.stnndin~ ... _ 12.572 ______ .. '1:1.3 '5.5 118.8 __ . ___ 127.3

J2. left, stunding...... 2. fJ70 fl. Ii IS.6 7.3 25.9 lfi-t 28.9 
Meat. 80° (WelldOnl')._ ••• 1j,2.right.rollcCL.... ___ 1.931 7.5 22.9 9.1 32.0 190 44.7 

2. right. standinl' ...... j 1 2.572 ________ , 17. 2 '6.8 '24.0 _. ____ '33.5 

Sce footnotcs to tu hi" 7. 

As a whole, the results of these experiments on paired standing and 
rolled roasts were in general agreement in showing that the shrinkage 
and cooking tinle of standing roasts were relatively less than those of 
rolled roasts. The small difl'erenees in average initial temperature of 
the paired roasts probably did not exert an important influence on 
the cooking time. 

The figures on relative shrinkage of standing and rolled two-rib 
roasts, each calculated as percentnges of their weight when ready for 
the oven, are in geneml agreement with results published by Ohild 
and Esteros (7). Oooking-time relations between standing and rolled 
roasts confirm the findings of Spruglle and Grindley (28), of Alexnnder 
(2), and of Child and Esteros (7). Sprague and Grindley were of the 
opinion that the faster cooking of standing roasts was explained by 
the gren.ter surfllce exposed in proportion to cubic contents as com
pared with rolled roasts. 

As shown in tables 7, 8, and 9, the total shrinkage of the rolled 
roasts, expressed as percentage of their weight before being boned, 
was, with one exception, consistently less than that of standing roasts 
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cO'O'ked as such. This result WO'uld seem to indicate that boning and 
rO'lling a rib rO'ast reduced its cooking shrinkage, whereas just the oppo
site might be expected from the fact that rolled roasts had to remain 
in the oven sO' much longer than standing roasts in order to cook to 
any given stage of doneness at the center. That the cooked meat of 
rO'lied roasts contains less juice than that O'f standing j.'oasts was re
ported by Child and Esteros (7). Their findings would of course indi
cate that the edible portion of rolled roasts actually shrin};:s more than 
that of standing roasts. Therefore, in looking for the source of the 
relatively greater shrinkage O'f the cuts cooked as standing roasts in 
the tests reported here, it is suggested that bO'ne and cO'nnective tissue 
may have been impO'rtant factO'rs. PO'ssibly the bone and cO'nnective 
tissue cO'ntributed sO' large a prO'PortiO'n O'f the shrinkage of the cuts 
coO'ked as standing roasts as to' more than offset a probably greater 
shrinkage of the edible PO'rtion O'f the cuts cO'O'ked as rO'lied roasts. 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME AS INFLUENCED BY 

METHOD OF ROASTING 


COMPARISON OF METHODS WHICH INCLU.DE SEARING 

Thirty-sbc pairs O'f 9th, 10th, and 11th rib rO'asts representing 
Choice, GoO'd, Medium, and Plain grades \vere purchased in Wash
ingtO'n markets. All were cooked as standing rO'asts. 

TABLE lO.-Shrinkage and cooking time of paired S-rib standing cuts of beef (9th, 
10th, 11th ribs), roasted to the rare stage; qu,ick-sear-and-slow-finish method com
pared with qu~:ck-sear-and-moderate-finish and with quick-sear-and-rapid-finish 
methods 

\ I ! Shrinkage during Cook·Numher Weight Temper· I roastingRoasting method, 0\'6n ingGrade 01 and de· olun· ature 01 !Rnd meat temperature" timebee! scription of cooked uncooked\(0 C.) perroasts roast roast Evap· Drill· ']'otlll poundoration pings 

:Nfin· 
Grams ° C. Percent Percent Percent ute8 

4, left 4,835 3. I 7.2 4.1 11.3 21. 6 
Quick sear (265°) and Good•.•••• 9,Ielt 4,121 4.3 8.2 5.2 13.4 21. 8 

slow finish (1250
): Medium•• 8,lect 3,860 5.8 8.9 3.6 12.5 21. 2r""'~~~Plnin____•Meat, 58° to 62· 4, loft 3,197 4.8 10.0 3.0 13.0 21. 4 

(rare). -------- 
.AlL.. 25, left 4,004 4.7 8.6 '1.2 12.8 21. ~ ---------= 

4, right 4,034 3.5 11.1 7.. 9 lfI.O 15. 8 
Quick sear (265°) and Good._ ... 9, right 4,159 5.2 11.2 7.8 19.0 15. 4 

moderate finish (1750 
): Medium•• 8, right 4,101 5.6 12.6 5.8 18.4 14. 8r""'~~~Meat, 52° to 62° Plain...... 4, right 3,142 5.3 13.7 5.0 18.7 15. 6 

(rare). ----------
AlL ••. 2.1, right 4,102 5.0 12.0 0.7 18.7 15. 3 

r --== -- = ---
{ 2,le[t (GoaL.... 2, right } 4,050 7.8 7.1 4.7 II. 8 20. g 

Quick sear (265°) nnd oll m 4,Iert a,007 9.3 7.6 4.5 12.1 20.1 
slow finish (125°): { 1,Ioft Plain...... } 3,600 S.3 9.4 2.6 12.0 20. 1,Meat, 58° to 62° 2, right

I
•

(rare). -------- 
{ 7, loftAJI .... 3,011 8.5 7.0 4.0 11. 9 20. 84, right } 

--- --_.--- - = 
G d {2.rirht } 3,038 1l.2 13.7 10.\1 24.6 12.• 

00 ~-~~~ ,. '" Quick sear (2650 ) Bnd Medium.. 4, right 3,606 10.6 13.0 0.6 .23.5 12. 8 
rBKid finish (225°); PI . { 1, right 3,576 8.2 4.0feat, 50° to 62° ' aID...... 2, left } 17.0 21.9 12. 

(rare). , -----'--- 
, 7, right 3, no 0.4 14.7 8.8 23.5 12. 6AIL. } 4, loft } 

http:INCLU.DE
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Twenty-five pairs were used in a comparison of the quick-sear-and
slow-finish method with a quick-sear-and-modera.te-finish method. 
The remaining 11 pairs were used to compare the quick-sear-and-slow
finish method with the quick-sea,r-and-rapid-finish method. The re
sults of the tests are presented in table 10. 

COMPARISON OF CONSTANT-TEMPERATURE METHODS 

The pair of 6th to 13th ribs, inclusive, from an experimental animal 
of unrecorded grade were boned and rolled and used for a comparison 
of the constant-low temperature with a constant-moderate tempera
ture method. 

TABLE H.-Shrinkage and cooking time of a pair of 8-rib rolled roasts of beef 
(6th to 13th ribs, inclus·ive); constant-low-temperature compared with constani
1Il0derale-te1llperatu're method 

Ment tempera, Shrinkage during Cook·Xumber Weight Location ture I roasting ingOven temperature and de· oCun· oCment 

(0 C.J scription cooked tbermom· 
 time 

oC roasts roast eter 1 Fn· Cooked Eynpo· Drip· per
Totnl poundcooked ration pings 

Per· Per· Per· ~"Iin· 
Grams °c. °c. cent cent ctnt ul.. 

{ChUCk••_. 4 60 
Constant 10'<;" (125°). l,leCt 4,415 	 Middle...• 4 64 7.7 1.6 9.3 2S.4

Loin .••_._ 5 76 } 
{('hUCk•••• 6 60 

Constant moderate I, rigbt 4,402 	 Middle .••• 5 66 } 11.3 5.1 16.4 17.8 
(17.,°). Loin .•••_. 6 82 


{ChUCk••_. 4 70 

Constan! low (125°). l,leCt 4,415 	 Middle .•.. 4 74 }13.4 3.6 17.0 34.1 

Loln .... __ S 84 
hUCk 6 70 }('onstnn! moderate I, right, 4,402 	 :lJiddlL.. 74---- 6 15.6 6.4 22.0 22.0r

(175°). Loin...... 6 

{ChUCk____ 4 
 8S1 

Constant low (125°). 1, left 4,415 Middle .• __ 4 ~q 16.9 5.6 22.5 41.0
Loin ..___. 

{ChUCk.•__ 6 
Constant moderate I, right 4,.102 	 Middle.... 6 IS.2 7.6 25.8 24.8 

5 

Uj}Loin __ •___(175°). 6 

(hUCk__ ._ 4 80 l


Constant low (125°) J, left 4,415 	 :lliddle.. _" 4 20.1 6.9 27.0 47.7 
Loin ...... 5 ~~ IJ

JChuck... " 0 80 }Constnnt moderate 1, ri!(ht 4,402 l~1iddle. 6 83 ! 20.2 F.I 28.3 27 2 
(175°). Loi,,",,"_. 6 0·' ' I 

13 meat thermometers were placed In ench roast, 1 in the chuck end, 1 in the middle, nnd 1 In the loin 
end. Ench of the roasts wus weighed a! 4 successive stnges, wben tbe chuck end reached 60°, 70°,75°, and SOO 
C _, respcctl\·ely. 

Three men.t thermometers were placed in each rolled roast-one in 
the center of the thickest portion, or chuck end, one in the center of 
the thinnest portion, or loin end, and one in the center halfway be
tween the two ends. Each roast was cooked according to the ther
mometer in the chuck end and was taken from the oven and weighed 
when the temperature of this portion reached 60°,70°,75°, and 80° 0., 
respectively. The corresponding temperatures in the middle and in 
the loin end were recorded. The data are shown in table 11. 

COMPARISON OF SEARING AND CONSTANT·TEMPERATURE METHODS 

.All the cuts used in compm·jng searing and constant-temperature 
methods of roasting were purchased in Washington markets. 

For a comparison of the quick-sear-and-p,low..:finish with a constant
low-temperature method 10 pairs of three-rib cuts (9th, 10th, and 11th 
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ribs) were selected. The gmdes represented were Choice, Good, 
Medium, and Plain. The cuts were all cooked as standing roasts. 
The data are given in table 12. 

The quick-sear-and-slow-fmish method was also compared with 
two constant-moderate-temperature methods employing, respec
tively, 1500 and 1750 C. For the former comparison four pairs each 
of 6th, 7th, and 8th, 9th, lOth, and 11th, and 12th and 13th rib 
roasts were cooked (p. 11). The data are presented in table 1. The 
latter comparison was made on seven pall's each of three-rib (6th, 7th, 
8th ribs) and two-rib cuts (12th and 13th ribs), taken from seven 
carcasses. Four represented Choice, Good, and )'1edium grades and 
three were of lUll'ecorded gracle. All cuts were cooked as standing 
roasts. The data for the 6th, 7th, and 8th rib roasts are given in 
table 13, and those for the 12th and 13th rib roasts in table 14. 

TABLE 12.-Shrinkage and cooking tz'mc of 10 pairs of 3-rib standing cuts of 
beef (9Ih, 10th, 11th ribs), roa.~led to the rare stage; quick-sear-and-slow-finish 
compared with conslant-lll1o-tempcraturc method 

I I .j Shrinkage during 
l'umhcr \\' "1 t [,Tempera-, rO'L~tlUg Cookl'ngRoasting metbod, O\'en elp; I 0 I ture of -Orade of and deand meat tempera unrookedinncooked ----,.,---.-----Itimeperbeef scriptiontures (0 C.) of roasts roast roast Evapo- Drip-. pound

ration pings 'Iolal 

-------1----1----,1---------------

Grums o C. Percent Percent Percent ;'.{inutos 
Quick sear (265°) and ChOice•• _. 2. le[t 5, LUi (;'0 8.1 8.4 16.5 17.9 

slow finish (125°): Oood__ ._. _ a. left 4,390 0.4 0 I 8.0 li.l 20.0 
Meat, 58° to 62° Medium.. 3, loft 4.1011 O.i 9.1 4.2 13.3 20.4 

(rare). Plain______ 2, lefl 3,U92 11.0 S.8 :J.O 1l.8 18.1 
I----!--------------

I AlL. _ 10, left 4,355 i.3 8.8 5.9 14. ; 19. 3 
1====1'==------------

Constant 10\\' temperll- IChOice.--. 2, right S.192 4.0 7.2 5.5 12. i 21. 0 
ture (125°): Good_____ _ 3, ri~hl 4,500 6.2 7.3 4.2 11.5 23. 0 

Meat, 58° to 62° Medium.. 3, right 3,940 9.0 i.2 9.0 22. 42. " 
(rare). PI~in...... 2, right 3,962 6.0 i.2 1.8 9.0 22. 6 -----------.--

'All 10, rlgh t 4,363 0.0 7.2 3.4 10.6 22. 3 
1 

TABLE J3.-Shrinka(le and cookin(l time of 7 pairs of 3-rib standing cuts of beef 
(6th. 7th. 8th Tib.~), Toasted to the rare slagc; the quick-sear-and-slow-finish compared 
with a conslanl-moderate-lclIlpcralllrc me/hod 

Shrinkage during
Temper Cook·Number \\'el!(ht ronsting

ftonslin!: IIlethod, ()VI'll ature IngGrnd., of and dp· or un·nnd ment tempera· o[un timebeef f:('ription ('ookedtures (0 C.) ('ooked perofTonst~ Toust 1':\.np-1 Drip.rom~t orat ion pings Total pound 

-------1----11--------------
PfT- Pa- ,Prr- .l"fhl

Gram., ° C. ulIl C(lIt em! II/'S 
p 

ChOfC~'__ J, fight 0,030 2.0 1 4.S 14.8 10.3 
Quick Seur (265°) and n] ·fl,lefl } 4'112 4.'} 90 j

slow finish (125°): 00< '-- '\ I,ri!:ht ." ·.H 141 19.8

I 
I" 

l\fent, 5St; to 62° \INliUIIl./I. rf!!ht 'I,n:! 4.0 !J 4 :1 \I 13 :1 21.4 
(rare). :-;.. d"lu.", ~••le:l__ ':'.:.'~ __"_-_' __I' ~ __~~ 19.6 

AIL--lf;q';0lt_:L.~3M 1_ .j ~J=.~j 4.7 H.2 _ 19,9 

Choice 1, h·rt f GJ.IU 2.0 Jli 5 7.4 2:J \l lG,·l
Constant moderate Lelll noml .. f I, nghl 1 4, .137 O. Cl 13.1 6.2 In.3 14. 9pernture (J 75°): 

IJ 
~rent. 52° to 62Q ,[odiulll /1:: l~}r fI,1211 h. n 17.0 4.k 22." lr.,6

(rnre). l'ntlnta 3,n!!h! [.9\10 ",Il I:I,~ 7,221.0 14.3-- -~ -------- -'~.'----.-.'.-- .---
\11 {1,rwhl 1"1,0' '3/1""" fl"I' ~11 1'0, I' :1, loeL ,"'" I ,'.. .,,,. . ,'. 

------------~----~----~ 
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TABLE 14.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 7 pairs of 2-rib standing cuts of beef(12th, 13th ribs), roasted to the rare stage; the 9uick-sear-and-slow-finish comparedwith a constant-moderate-temperature method 

I Shrinkage during'l'emper·Roasting method, oven Number "'eif!ht roasting Cook·
and meat tempera, Orade or und de· ofun· ature iu!;
tures (0 C.l heef 	 ~l'ription cooked of un· timo

of roasts roast cooked E\'np· ~rip. perroast oration pmgs 'l'otal pound 

Per· Per· Per· J\fin·Gram. ° C. cent cent cent ute.1, left 2,382 1l.O 0.0 6.4slow finish (125°): Oood_____ 	 2, left 3,011 10.5 8.2 
12. " 19. 6

Quick sear (265°) and ["'.'00--	 0.8 15.0Meat, 58° to 62° Medium•• 1, left 	 21. 52,656 8.0 5.9 7.2 	 13.1 19.(rare). No data.__ 	 33, left 3,827 5.7 	 7,2 7.2 14.4 21. 6
AlL __ ------------ 7, left 3,220 S. I 0.7 7.4 14.1 21. o

Constant moderate tern· I, right 2, il49 = 
7.0 = ---=

Oood..____ 2, right 2, 65!+ 10.0 0.8 7.2
perature (175°): 6.1 5.0 11.1 17. 8

Meat, 54° to 02° Medium.. I, right 2,394 
14.0 17. 2

10.0 7.1 6.9 14.0(rare). Nodata.__ 3, right 3,308 	
18.r"'oo--- 7.7 8.7 7.7 Hl.4 17.

AlL.__ 7, right 
------------ 2,898 8.6 7.0 7. I 	 H.7 J7. 

TABLE 15.-Shrinkage and cooking time of paired 3-rib standing cuts of beef (6th,7th, 8th ribs), roasted to ra're, medi1wI, medi1lm-well-done. and well-done stages; a9U1:ck-sear-and-moderate-finish com.pared with a constant-moderate-temperaturemethod 

Shrinkage during
Roastin!; method, o\"en Numher Wei!(ht ITemper· roasting Cook·

Orade of and de· ature 	 Ingand meat tempera· 	 orun·
tures (0 C.) beef 	 scription ('00 ked of un· time

or roasts roust rooked per
roast r:mp· D.rip. Totaloration pmgs pound 

Per· Per· }"fin'Quick senr (265°) nnd 	 Gram~ ° C. Percent cent cent
moderate finish (150°): OOd 2,left 4,515 4.0 12.1 3.5 15.6 

Ult8 

Ment, 60° (rare) ___•• ---- :1,926 a.5 12.3 2.6 14.9 20.
Plnin....__•. 3, left 	 21. 4r	

----AlL __ • 5, left 	
--------- o 

4,161 3.7 12.2 3.0 15.2 20,
Constant modernte tem· =

perature (l75°): rOOd	 2, ri~ht 4,2:17 

-------- 5.0 14.3 4.0 18.3 20.Plain.....Ment, 60° (rare) _____ ----- 3, right 3,878 4.3 14.5 2.3 10.8 J9. 9
8 

AlL._. 5, right 4,021 
--------- --'4.6 14.4 2.9 li.3 20. 2Quick senr (265°) nnd 	 ------- =modernte finish (150°): OOL	 2, left 4.515 4.0 10.7 

=
plnin..____ 	 4.6 21. 3 28.r.Meat, 70° (medium). -- .. 3, left 3,926 3.5 !G. 8 3.7 20.5 2iJ. 6.----

AIl ... 5, left 1, Hi!.. 3.7 16.8 4.0 20.8 27. 2Constant modernte tern· = =
perature (175°): flOOd .... 	 2, right 4,237 5.0 18.4 

= 
4.7 

= =
2:1.1 2.'). ij:Meat, iOO (medium). Phin.... :1, rl~ht 3,878 4.3 Ill. I 2.9 22.0 24. 9

.~-.--.-- .....--~ ..- ---AIL ___ 5, rigllL 4,021 4.6 - IS.8 I 3.6 I 22• .I' --'25. 2
Quick senr (205°) nnd =

modernte finish (150°);
:wrcat, 75° (medium Plnln.. __ . :1, 10ft 3,926 3.5 20.4 4.2 24.0 32.weH done).

Constant moderate tem
perature (175°):

Meat, 75° (medium plnin.____ . 3, right 3.878 4.3 22.6weH done). 3.3 25.9 ~.
Quick senr (265°) nnd

modernte finish (l500):

Ment. 80° (w~ll plnin..__ •• ;1, left 3,020 3.5 24.1 4.5
done). 28.~ 38.

Constnnt moderate tem·
perature (17.,°):

Meat, 80° (well Plain...... ' 3, right
done). 	 I 3,878 I 4.3 25.8 : 3.7 29.5 34. o, : , I , 
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A quick-sear-and-moderate-finish was compared with a constant
moderate-tempera.ture method, using five pairs of three-rib cuts (6th, 
7th, and 8th ribs) and 11 pairs of two-rib cuts (12th and 13th ribs). 
Good and Plain (formerly Common) grades of beef were represented. 

The three-rib cuts were cooked as standing roasts. Within pairs, 
the Good grade roasts were not carried to com para ble stages of done
ness beyond 70° C. The data for the tests are presented in table 15. 

Of the two-rib cuts five pairs were cooked as standing roasts and 
six pairs as rolled roasts. The data for the standing roasts are pre
sented in table 16 and for the rolled roasts in table 17. 

TABLE I6.-Shrinkage and cookl:ng time of 5 pairs of 2-rib standing cuts of beef 
(12th, 13th ribs), roasted to rare, medium, and well-done stages; a quick-sear-and
moderate-finish compared with a constant-moderate-temperatllre method 

Shrinkage duringTemper· ('ook·Number ,,'eight roastingRoasting method, oven ature ingGrade of and de· of un·and m'lat temperatures of un· timebeef scription cooked(0 C.) cooked perof roasts roast Evap· Drip·roast Total poundoration pings 

----------._-
Per· Per· Per- .\fin· 

Gram8 ° C. cent ant ant tlieaQuick sear (265°) and 2,lert 2,39.'; 8.0 8.5 6.3 14.8 22.4moderate f,nish (150°): rOOd•••••Plain....__ 3,Iefl 1,672 6.0 8.0 3.9 11.9 23.6!.feat, 60° (rare) __._. 

All • __ 
 5, left 1,961 6.8 8.2 4.8 13.0 23.1 

Constant moderate tem· 2, right 2,409 9.0 10.0 7.8 17.8 21.5perature (175°): rOOd------Plaiu..____ 3, right 1,794 6.7 8.2 3.9 12. I 22.8Meat,60° (rare)_ .... 
AIL •. 5, ri~ht 2,076 7.6 8.9 5.4 14.3 22.3 

Quick sear (26:;°) and ----- ---
Od 2,INt 2.395 8.0 10.7 7.4 18.1 28.8moderate finish (I500): -- 4.6rOPlain.---__•__ 3, left 1,672 6.0 10.3 14.9 30.8Meat,700 (medium). 

AIL.. 5. left 1,961 6.8 10.5 5.7 16.2 30.0 

Constant moderate tern· 2, right 2,499 9.0 12.7 8.9 21.6 25.8peraturo (175°): rOOd......
Plain...... 3. right 1,794 6.7 10.8 4.8 15.6 28.3Meat,700 (medium). 

AlL_. 5, right 2,076 7.6 11.5 6.4 17.9 27.3 
Quick sear (265°) and ---------- = 

OOd 2,1oft 2,395 8.0 15.2 9.4 24.6 40.1moderate finish (150°): r ..-- ••Plain...... 3, left 1,672 0.0 14.5 5.8 20.3 42.gMeat,SOO (well done). 
AlL __ 5, left 1,961 6.8 14.7 7.2 21.9 41.8 

Constant moderate tern· = == ----
2,right 2,409 9.0 16.9 10.4 27.3 32.5perature (175°): rOOd......

Plain••••. 3, ri~ht 1,794 6.7 14.1 5.5 19.6 34.8Meat,800 (wclldone). 
Ali .... 5, right 2,076 7.6 Hi. 2 7.5 22.7 33. 9 

MEAT-TEMPERATURE COMPARISONS 

To show how the stage to which beef is cooked influences the 
shrinkage and cooking time, cuts were cooked rare, medium, medium 
to well done, and/or well done, as determined by a meat thermometer 
in the center of the thickest part of a roast. Data obtained for the 
same roasts at these different stages are presented. ill tables 6, 7,8) 9, 
11, 15, 16, and 17. 

http:SHRINIU.GE
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TABLE 17.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 6 pairs of 2-rib rolled cuts of beef(12th, 13th ribl1) , roasted to rare, medium, and well-done stages; a quick-sear-andmoderate-finish compared with a constant-moderate-ternperature method 

Shrinkage during
Roasting method, ovel! Number Weight Temper· roasting Coolr·

sturennd meat temperatures Grade oC and de· oCun· ing
(0 C.) beet scription cooked oCun· time

oC roasts roast cooked E\'ap· Drip· per
roast Total poundoration pings 

Per· Per· p". lIfin·
Quick sear (265°) nnd Gram3 ° C. ceflt cwt cwl utumoderatefinfsh (ISOO): rOOd...•-. 2,le!t 2,038 6.0 9.0 5.2 14.8 31.3Meat, 60° (rare) •.••• Plain..••_. 4,Iect 1,555 0.0 11. 1 3.9 15.0 32.9 

AlL._ 6,IrCt 1, i10 0.0 10.6 4.3 14.9 32.4
Constant moderate tern· = =perature (175°): rOOd•..•-. 2, right 2,102 7.0 0.7 4.7 = 

14.4 =
----

30.8Meat,60° (rare)••.•. Plain•..••. 4, ri~ht 1,671 6.0 11.1 3.5 14.6 33.8 
AIL.• 6, right 1,817 6.3 10.7 3.9 14.6 32.8Quick sear (265°) and rOOd-•••.. 2,Iect 2,038 

= = = = =moderate finish (Ir.o°): 6.0 12.8 6.9 19.7 30.4Meat, 70° (medium). Plain...... 4, left 1,555 6.0 15.0 5.2 20.2 43.0 
AIL•. 6,IeCt I, il6 6.0 14.2 5.8 20. a 41.8

Constant moderate tem·
perature (17.5°): rOOd.._. 2, right 2,102 i.O 1::.1 

--
0.5 

= 
19.6 

= 
37.9Meat, 70° (medium). Plain....._ 4, right 1,074 0.0 15.0 4.8 19.8-----------39.8 

AlL.. 6, right 1,817 0.3 14.3 5.4 19.7 39.2Quick senr (205°) Rnd
moderate finish (lS00): OOL 2, left 2,038 0.0 

= 
18.6 

= 
9.7 

= 
28.3 

= 
~3.~Plain...... 1, leftr:Ment, 80° (wen done). .... J.555 0.0 21. 5 7,1 28.6 61.4 

AlL.. 6.leCt 1, il6 
------- 0.0 20.5 8.0 28.~ ~.R

Constant moderate tern· {GOOd = = - perature (175°): ' ....... 2, ri~ht 2,102 i.O 18.8 9.1 27.9


I -----------
47.7Meat, SOo (well done). PlaID...... 4, right J,674 (,.0 21.4 0.3 27.7 SO. 6 

AII.. __ fl, right 1,81i 0.3 20. n 7.2 27.7 4g.6 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

According to the data in table 10, the lower the oven temperatureused for the finish after searing the smaller was the shrinkage andthe longer the time required in cooking 9th, 10th, and 11th rib standing roasts to the rare stage. Results are in general accord with thefindings of other investigators (1, 3, 8, 20, 29).
The shrinkage data in table 11 show that, when eight-rib rolledroasts were rare in the chuck end, the one cooked by the constantlow-temperature method shrank much less than its twin cooked by theconstant-moderate temperature. However, as the roasts were cookedmore thoroughly the differences in shrinkage became less until theywere comparatively small by the time both had reached 80° O. inthe chuck end. The ra.te of heat penetration as indicated by thecooking time was always slower when the oven temperature was 125°than when it was J 75°, with the spread in time increasing as themeat temperature increased. Results with respect to the shrinkageand cooking time of these roasts at the rare stage are in generalaccord "rjth the fjndings of Cline and oth,:,,'s (8) and of Stanley andCline (29) for standin~ roosts.
The data reported III table 12 show that 9th, 10th, and 11th ribstanding roasts cooked by the quick-sear-and-slow-finish methodshrank more and required less time than when a constant-low-temperature method was employed. Since the two cooking methodsdiffered only in the initial quick sear, this experiment revealed the 
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effect of searing on the shrinkage and the cooking time of rare beef 
roasts. Results showed that searing not only did not rl'lduce shrink
age as it was formerly believed to do but actually increased it sig
nificantly. There was proportionately greater increase in drippings 
than in evaporation loss, so the extra loss associl1ted with searing was 
mainly fat. Searing reduced the cooking time. These findings as to 
the effect of searing on shrinkage and cooking time are in general 
accord with those published by Stanley and Oline (29). 

Experiments comparing the quick-sear-and-slow-finish method with 
two constant-moderate-temperature methods revealed that three-rib 
and two-rib standing roasts behaved somewhat differently. Data 
in table 1 showed that the three-rib roasts cooked by the first method 
shrank less and cooked more slowly than when a constant temperature 
of 150° O. was used, but that the two-rib roasts shrank more and 
required a little less time. According to the results reported in table 
13, the three-rib roagts cooked by the quick-sear-and-slow-finish 
method shrank less and cooked more slowly than those cooked at a 
constant temperature of 175°. In contrast, the findings with respect 
to shrinkage of the two-rib roasts cooked by these two methods, as 
shown in table 14, were variable and on the average there was little 
difference associated with the method of cooking. M ore time was 
required to cook two-rib roasts by the quick-sear-and-slow-finish 
method. 

Also in the experiments which compared a quick-sear-and-moderate
:finish with a constant-moderate-temperature method, the three-rib 
and two-rib roasts behaved somewhat differently as shown in tllbles 
15, 16, and 17. According to the data in table 15 the three-rib 
Good-grade standing roasts shrank somewhat less when seared. Also 
the figures for the three-rib Plain-grade standing roasts cooked by the 
searing method were smaller as to evaporation and total losses, but 
larger as to drippings losses. The rate of cooking was slower by the 
former method than by the latter. 

The results for two-rib standing roasts in table 16 showed that those 
of Good grade cooked by the quick-sear-and-moderate-finish method 
shrank less than when a constant-moderate oven temperature was 

io used. For the Plain-grade roasts there was little difference in shrink
age bet"Teen these methods at any stage of doneness of the meat. 
The rate of cooking was slower when the searing method was used. 
Data in table 17 for the rolled two-rib roasts show that evaporation 
loss was practically the same when the different methods were used, 
but that both drippings and total loss were slightly greater for cuts 
that were seared. With the exception of the Plain-grade roasts at 
the rare stage, in. table 17 the rate of cooking was slower when the 
searing method was used. 

Taken as a whole, the results presented in tables 15, 16, and 17 sug
gest that the shrinkage differences associated with the particular oven 
temperatUTcs (that is, up to 175° O. as the 11ighest constant tempera
ture) are relatively unimportant. Judging by the cooking time data 
in these tables it appears tbu,t a quick seal' followed by a moderate 
temperature of 150° usually functIOned the same as a lower average 
oven temperature than 175° for the entire time. 

The data shown in tnbles 0,7,8,9, 11, ] 5, ]6, and] 7 revealed con
sistently that for any piece of meat the more thoroughly it was cooked 
the greater was the shrinkage and the cooking time, regardless of 
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the grade of beef, the rib portion, the style of cutting, or the oven 
temperature used. Results concerning the effect of the stage of 
doneness on shrinkage and cooking time are in general accord with the 
published work of other investigators (1,2, 3, 9, 11, 14,20,21,22,23, 
24,27,28). 

When all the experiments on cooking methods are taKen into consider
ation it can be said that, in general, smaller shrinkage; ,\ ~lS associated 
with lower oven temperature, when beef was cooked rare 01' medium, 
independently of whether searing methods or constant-temperature 
methods of roasting were employed. At the well-done stage, however, 
shrinkage was less definitely related to oven temperature. 

In order to explain why roasts cooked to approximately the same 
rare or medium stage at the center shrank differently, depending on 
the oven temperature used, it is l1ecessary to examine the uniformity 
of the cooking from center to surface, and thus to get a rough idea 
of the relative proportions of rare, medium, and well-done meat. 
It is a, common observation on c.utting into a piece of meat cooked at 
low oven temperature that, when the center is rare, the rest of the 
roast is rare and juicy ahnost to the very edge. On the other hand if 
a high oven temperature is used, the outer portions of a roast are 
well done, often overdone and dried out, by the time the center 
reac.hes the rare stage, and of course the proportion of rare meat is 
small. Fortunately, the uniformity of cooking in. terms of meat 
temperature has been studied by several investigators who placed 
thermometers in different portions of the same roast to determine 
meat temperature gradients in relu,tion to various oven temperatures. 

The first work of this kind, so far as the writers know, was reported 
by Sprague and Grindley (28), who seared foUT two-rib rolled roasts 
of beef at 250° C. for 15 minutes, then finished two at 100° and the 
other two at 175° oven temperature. vVhen the roasts finished at 
100° reached the rare stuge at the center there was a difference of only 
5° in meat temperat.me between t.he center und a point about a quart.er 
of an inch under the surface, but a corresponding difference of 13° 
fur those finished at 175°. That is, there was probably a larger 
proportion of rare meat in the roasts finished at 100°. Shrinkage was 
not reported. 

According to dato. published by Latzke (20) for a three-rib roast of 
beef srarrd at 2150° C. for 20 minutes and finished at 125° oven 
temperature, when the meat temperature at the center was 61°, it was 
75° near the surface, and the intermedia.te temperature was 65°. 
Latzke also publishrd dnta. on the distribution of meat temperature 
in a three-rib roast seured as above and finished at 175° oven tempera
ture, showillg that when the center temperature was 56°, it was 98° 
near the surTner, find the intermediate temperature was 66°. Tlwse 
meat temperatures suggest that there WIlS probably a smnller propor
tion of well-done meat in the roast finished at 125° than in the one 
finisIJ(l(] nt 175°. For several cuts cooked by the former method 
Lutzke reported average shrinkage of ] 8.09 percent and for several 
cooked by the la.tter metlwd, 22.49 percent. 

Thille, Wmiamson, and 1:lorgnn (30) roasted three-rib cuts of beef 
at 210° C. oven temperature, pJu6ng s(>veral meat thermometers in 
each roast. vVhen the llJeat temperature at the center wus 65°, it was 
102° just under the fat on the surface, und about 90° one-half inch 
from the edge. The average shrinkage of roasts cooked at 210° 

http:intermedia.te
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oven temperature to 65° at the center was 30.8 percent, according to 
data published by these investigators. 

Taken as a whole, the data published by Sprague and Grindley, 
by Latzke, and by Thille, Williamson, and Morgan indicate that the 
lower the oven temperature the greater is the uniformity of cooking 
in a roast that is rare or medium at the center. The fact that the 
proportions of rare, medium, and well-done meat in a roast vary 
considerably with the oven temperature used is significant in relation 
to shrinkage. 

According to Ferrati (11), McCance and Shipp (22), and Meigs 
(23, 24) the temperature to which muscle is heated determines how 
much weight it will lose. The higher the temperature of meat the 
more juice is squeezed out by the heat-shortening of the tissues and 
consequently the greater is the loss of weight. Also, of course, fat 
is rendered out in proportion to the time (30) and the temperature of 
heating, adding further to the loss of weight. When the shrinkage 
data reported by Latzke and by Thille and her associates are com
pared \\ith the mea.t temperatures reported by them, it is evident 
that the amounts the roasts shrank were closely associated with the 
propcrtions of rare, medium, and well-done meat. The more nearly 
rare a roast was throughout, the smaner was the shrinkage and the 
more nearly \',-ell done, the grea.ter the shrinkage. 

It is possible to make general application of the data cited from 
Sprague and Grindley, Latzke, and Thille and her associates to the 
results obtained in the experiments here reported. By analogy, it 
would be expected that the roasts cooked ra,re at the center contained 
the largest proportion of rare meat ,vhen the constant low oven tem
perature of 125° C. was used and the smallest at the constant high 
oven temperature of 235°. Comparing the shrinkage data in tables 
12 and 1 for 9th, 10th, and 11th rib standing roasts cooked by these 
two methods, there would seem to be no doubt that the temperatures 
to which the meat was heated in the roast as a whole were mainly 
responsible for the amount of shrinkage. The other methods 11sed, 
whether searing or constant-temperature methods, functioned as 
average oven temperatures higher than 125° and probllbly lower than 
235°. Therefore, it is reasollable to find a progressiYe rise in the 
shrinkage of }'oasts coo]~ed rare at the center as the {wel'llge oven 
temperature stepped up nboye 125°. Of course it is reasonable also 
to find that the more thorou!!hly roasts were cooked at the center, 
using the same oyen temperatme, the greater was the amoun, they 
shrank. 

For roast.s cooked well done at the center there are no published 
data showing meat-temperature gradients from center to surface 
in relation to oven temperature, so far as the writers know. Accord
ing to cluta reported for eight-rib Tol1ed roasts in table 11 different 
parts came closer together in temperature the longer the roasts were 
in the oven. These were end-to-end temperlltures in a long roll 
but it is possible that. oven temperature may make less difference on 
the uniformity of cooking from center to surface of TOllsts carried to 
the well-done stage than only to the 1'I11'e stage. This idea is borne 
out by the shrinkage dn,ta in tables 11, 15, and 16, which show in 
general that as roasts were cooked more thoroughly at the center 
the less difference the oven tempemture made on shrinkage. That 
the time required in cooking was also a factor related to shrinkage 
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was apparent in these tests. When one oven temperature was lower 
than another the spread in cooking time widened as the meat was 
cooked more thoroughly. An excessively long time was required 
to cook meat well done when the oven temperature was 1250 0., and 
it is significant that the shri-Dkage was almost as great as when 1750 

was used for shorter time. It appears to be impossible to cook meat 
thoroughly done without having it shrink on the average not less than 
20 to 25 percent of its raw weight. 

SHRINKAGE AND COOKING TIME OF BEEF RIBS 

ACCORDING TO GRADE 


Of special interest to meat producers and to those consumers who 
are looking for pointers on selection is the shrinkage and cooking time 
of rib roasts of beef of different grades. This section brings together 
for the different grades represented here the data on the same rib 
portion cooked by the same method. 

For a comp:l.rison of the shrinkage and cooking time of 9th, 10th, 
and 11th rib standing roasts according to grade, 337 were chosen 
from meat-production experiments and cooked by the quick-sear-and
slow-finish method. This sample includes the cuts reported in tables 4 
and 5. The data for 337 roasts are presented in table 18. 

TABLE 18.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 3-rib standing roasts of beef (9th,10th, 
11th ribs), by grade, cooked by the same quick-sear-and-slow-finish method 

[Oven: 265° C. for 20 minntes. 125° for finishing. Meat: 58° to 62° (rare)] 

Shrinkage dnring roasting
Weight of un· Temperature of Cooking timo 
cooked roast uncooked roast per pound

Evaporation DrippingsGrade of Roastsbeef 
Stand· Stand· Stand' Stand' Stand·Aver~ Aver· Aver· Aver· Aver·ard de· nrd de· ard de· ard de· ard de·nge age ago ago agevintion viation viation viation viation 

Number Grams Grams 00. °C. Percent Percent Percent Percent Minutes Minut.. 
Choice•.•• 55 4,022 941 9.1 2.8 7.0 0.90 5.3 1.2 20.5 1.3 
Good._.... 126 3,506 789 10.5 3.4 7.3 1.2 4.6 1.2 20.1 1.9
Medium__ 125 3,299 936 10.5 2.9 8.4 1.3 3.4 1.1l 20.2 1.9 
Plain...... 31 2,348 658 12.0 3.0 8.0 1.4 2.0 .88 20. i 1.9 

Grade comparisons can be made of 9th, 10th, and 11th rib standing 
roasts cooked by this same quick-sear-and-slow-finish method in tables 
2, 10, and 12. Tables 3, 10, and 12 also contain data by grades for 
this cut cooked by other methods. 

The data according to grade for 6th, 7th, and 8th rib standing 
roasts were combined from tt1bles 1, 7, 8,13, and 15, and are presented 
in table 19, together with several of the cuts which did not appear in 
paired comparisons at 75° and/or 800 O. The grade comparisons of 
6th, 7th, and 8th rib rolled roasts are found in tables 7 and 8. 

The data according to grade for 12th and 13th rib rolled roasts 
combined from tables 9 and 17 are presented in table 20, together 
with those for three cuts from experimental animals cooked by the 
quick-sear-and-slow-finish method, which do not appear elsewhere in 
this bulletin. 

The data according to grade for 12th and 13th rib standing roasts 
were combined from tables 1, 6, 9, 14, and 16 and are given in table 21. 
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TABLE 19.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 3-rib standing r(Jasts of beef (6th, 7th, 
8th ribs), by grade 

Shrinkage during 
roasting Cook-Weight Temper· ingRoasting method, oven and Grade of olun- ature ofRoasts timemeat temperatures (0 C.) heef cooked uncooked E\'sp- perroast roast ~rip-ora.. Total poundplUgStion 

Quic~~ sear (265°) and slow rhOiCC 
---fin"Jh (125°): Gooe! ______

1.1eat, 58° to 62° (rare} ___ MedlUm __
Plain______ 

Quick scar (2f-5°) and moder
ate finish (1S00): {Good______Meat, 60° (rare} _________ Plain___ . __ 

Meat, 70° (medium} _____ {GOOd_.____
Plain______ 

Meat, 75° (medium well {GoOd______ 
done). Plain.____ . 

Meat, 80° (well done) ____ 
{GOOd______ 
Plain__.•__ 

Jr.lU7n
btT 

2 
3 
2 
1 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
4 

Grams 
5,129 
4,534 
4,231 
4,193 

4,701 
3,076 
4,701 
3.976 
4,701 
3,976 
4,826 
4,018 

°C. 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 

11.0 

4.1 
3.5 
4.1 
3.5 
4.1 
3.5 
3.8 
2.9 

Per
cent 

8.9 
9.1 
0.6 

12.6 

12.1 
11.7 
16.6 
16.5 
20.2 
20.3 
23.8 
23.1 

Per
cent 

4.3 
4.3 
2.8 
1.5 

3.9 
2.5 
4.7 
3.5 
5.3 
4.1 
5.9 
4.7 

Per
cent 
13.2 
13.4 
12.4 
14.1 

16.0 
14.2 
21.3 
20.0 
25.5 
24.4 
29.7 
27.8 

Min
ule3 

21.0 
21. 0 
22.6 
21.0 

20.2 
20.0 
26.3 
27.1 
31.5 
33.3 
35.8 
37.7 

Constant moderate tempera
rhOice---ture (1S00): Good._____

Meat, 56° to 62° (rare) ___ Medium __
Plain______ 

1 
1 
I 
1 

4,919 
4,600 
4,093 
4,746 

1.5 
2.0 
5.0 

11.0 

10.3 
10.3 
9.7 

12.0 

4.4 
3.1 
1.7 
1.6 

14.7 
13.4 
11.4 
13.6 

19.8 
10.6 
19.0 
17.5 

Constant moderate tempera- {ChOiCe____tnre (175°): Good ___•__
Meat, 52° to 62° (rare} ___ Medium __ 

Plain___•__ 
Meat, 70° (medium)_____ {GOOd.__•__

Plain______ 
Meat, 75° (medium well {GOOd______ 

done}. Plain______ 

Meat, 80° (well done} ____ {GoOd______ 
Plain._____ 

1 
7 
I 
5 
.~ 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 

6,510 
4,707 
5,129 
4,000 
4,815 
4,000 
5,001 
4,030 
4,815 
4,000 

2.0 
5.1 
8.0 
4.4 
4.0 
4.4 
4.5 
4.4 
4.8 
4.4 

16.5 
13.8 
17.6 
15.3 
18.4 
19.6 
21. 9 
23.3 
24.3 
26.5 

7.4 
4.7 
4.8 
2.4 
4.9 
3.0 
5.6 
3.3 
6.0 
3.6 

23.9 
18.5 
22.4 
17.7 
23.3 
22.6 
27.5 
26.6 
30.3 
30.1 

10.4 
18.3 
15.6 
20.0 
24.3 
24.8 
28.1 
29. 
31.3 

2 

33. 7 

TABLE 20.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 2-rib rolled roasts of beef (12th, 13th 
ribs), by grade 

Shrinkage during 
roasting Cook-Weight Temper· ingRoasting method, oven and GradeoC of un· ature ofRoasts timemeat temperatures (OC.) beeC cooked uncooked Evap· perroast roast Dripora- Total poundpingstion 

Quick sear (265°) and slow ]o,-um- Per- Per- Per- "'lin
finish (125°): ber Gram. °C. cent c£m cent ule. ._Meat, 60° to 62° (rare) __ Good____ 3 1,191 10.i 9.1 6.3 15.4 45. 2 

Quick sear (26ii0) and mod· 
erate finish (J SOO):

Meat, 60° (rare} _________ {Good_._._. 4 2,126 6.5 10.6 6.1 16.7 30. 4
Plain__._._ 4 1,555 6.0 11.1 3.9 15.0 32. 9 

{GOOd__.. _. 4Meat, 70° (medium} _____ 2,126 6.5 13.5 7.8 21. 3 37. 5
Plain_.._.. 4 1,555 6.0 T5.0 5.2 20.2 43. o{GOOd ______ 4 2,126 6.5 18.9 10.3 29.2 49. 6 

4 1,555 6.0 21.5 7.1 28.6 61. 4 
Coustan t moderate tem pera· 

ture (176°): 

Meat, 80° (well done} ____ Plain______ 

Meat, 60° (rare) _________ {GOOd______ 4 2,016 7.3 12.0 5.4 17.4 31. 3Plain____ •. 4 1,674 6.0 11.1 3.5 14.6 33. 8 
Meat, 70° (medium)_____ {GOOd. ___ .. 4 2,016 7.3 IS. 4 7.0 22.4 37. 1Plnio____•. 4 1,674 6.0 15.0 4.8 19.8 39. !!{GOOd. ___ ~,Meat, 80° (well done} ____ 4 2,016 7.3 20.8 9.1 29.9 46. 2 

Plain_ •• _. 4 1,674 6.0 21.4 6.3 27.7 SO. 6 
1 
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TABLE 21.-Shrinkage and cooking time of 2-rib standing roast3 of beef (i2th, 13th 
ribs), by grade 

Shrinko!!<!. during 
,\'cinht Temper-I roastmg Cook· 

h t 	 ingI 
I--I' ('Roastinl! method, oven and Ornde DC R. oC un- n urc oC 

moot temperatures (OC.J heeC on, ts cooked ullcooked 11110 


rou~t ronst jE~~~t l~rip. Total P(~~d

lion pm~s 

1-'·---;;:;; --- ~l-;:;-: Per· -;:::' .~~~~. 
Quic!' sen.'; !265°j and slow '{ChOice .••• 1 ber 2 Grr~to 8.51 ceg~4 r.t~~o Ci~'~3 20,3 

tllllsh(L5): 	 I ('ood I :I 2.735 9,. 6.S 7.6 \.1.4 21.8 
l\Ient,5S0 to 62° (rarC)--'i :\'retliuni::i 2 2,183 );,5 6.6 5.4 12.0 20.4 


I pluin..... , 1 1,655 /4,0! 10, I 4.0 14. 1 ~'2, ~ 


QUiCk!' SJiNl~ (126(,5
1
:)00n)nll mod· ~I'{ChOice ...J 2 3,705 0,5 7.2 7,0 15,1 16,4 

era e IIIIS~": ,Clood...... 4 2,61H 7.0 j 8.0 0,4 15.0 20.2 
1\fel1t,60 (rare). •• __ •__ ': "(!'IliuITI.. 4 2.565 13.1 I 7.4 I 4.6 12.0 16.0 

; plllin ..... , :I 1.072 6.0 ~.() 3.9 11.0 23.~ 
'{('hoice.... 2 3,70,; 0.,; 9.4 j 10.0 19.4 21,5 

M t -00 ( d') : (/oO'L. . 4 2,mS 7,0 i 10,6; 7.4 18.0 2.~,ft
• ea I I me IUti. --"', Medium.. 4 2,505 13. I I 10. (J 5. S 1,1,8 22. !I 


I 
Plain...... :I I,lin 6,0' HI,:! 4.6 14.U 30.8 

ChOi(,,,.... 2 3.70.1 g,,, 12,0 12. I 24, I 27.6 


Ment. sao (well done)•...! ~l?~:llum:: ! ~:g~~ In lU ~: ~ ~~: ~ ~: ~ {
Pillin...... 3 1.6i2 6.0 14,5 5,8 20.3 42. g 

C'oru;tant motl~rnte temper' ',{CI,lOire I 
ntureIiSOO): 	 • (Jood -'. II ~:6bg Ig:~ U n g:g ~?J 

Ment.56°to62°(rllrel. •• 	 Mediuiri~:: Ill' 1,782 10,r, 6,S 2.5 9.3 24.2 

plnill ...__ .1 I.B:!:l 13.0 i.g 3.7 ll,~ 23,3 


Constant moderntl' temper' i~(', hOic.e ! I' 2, &19 7.0 fl.! ,~, 0 11.1 17.8 
8ture(li5°~' 00 'OOOd.~·:: 6,1 2.576 8.1 0.3 6,S 16,1 19.2 

MeaL,58 toQ. (rnrel"'1 Ml'diuUl. 1 I 2,:!04 10.0 7.1 6.9 14.0 18.4 
ld~hlin._ ... 43i 1,794 6.7 K2 3,9 12.1 22.8 

:.'.Cent .0° ( "d' m) ,{(,OOd ..... I 2.•;34 7.3 13.!! i.5 20, i 24.2.' ,I m.1II "·--,Plnin __ • __ 3, 1.794 6,7 illS 4.8 15.6 28.3 
Me"t,SOO(wclldone) .... 'fOo~d--.--. 4 2,534 7.317.7 8920,6 30,7

,Iplnlll ... __ \ 3 1.794 6.7 }4,1 5.51 19.6 34.8 

With comparlltin'ly few exceptions, there was the same geneml 
trend in the relation of grade to shrinkage independt'nt of the method 
of cooking. The higher the f!mcle of beef the greater was the drippings 
loss, except in, isolated instances where there were very few samples 
to represent the grades compared, In table 18, wbel'e there are • 
many samples in enclL grade, the differences between the average 
evaporation losses wel'e tested b,v tht' method of Fisher (12) and it 
was found that Good f!l'ade lost signiftcantly less than Medium-grade 
roasts. As between Choice and Good, and between rV[eciium and 
Plain, however, differences would not be statistically significant, but 
in this series they indicated that as gmde declined evaporation loss 
increased. In the smaller groups there were scveral re\Tersals, as 
might be expected. 

The results obtained are believed to be explained chiefly by the 
average fat content of beef of different grades. Data on the fat 
content of 234 9th, lOth, and lIth rib cuts which were analyzed by 
the Bureau of Animal, Industry l1uve been published (1). As would 
be expected from the fact that fn.t is one of the chief factors in deter
mining grade, the higher the grade the greater on the avernge is the 
fat content of the 9th, lOth, and 11th rib cut. In Chatfield's (6) 
classification of beef sides by fatness, thin beef is claimed to correspond 
to Plain gradc, medium to :Medium grade, fat to Good, and very fat 
to Choice and Prime, and the fat content of the entire side of beef 
is closely related to the fat content of the wholesale rib cut. Therefore, 
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although no similar data were available on the 6th, 7th, and 8th rib 
and 12th and 13th rib cuts, it would be expected that their fat content 
would be related to grade in the same general way as that of the 
analyzed 9th, 10th, and 11th rib cuts. 

The published analyses of 9th, 10th, and 11th rib cuts showed that 
there was considerable variation in fat content within grades. It is 
therefore not surprising to find in the shrinkage data in table 18 that 
standard deviations were high in large groups representing the sllJIle 
grade, and that ,·{hen small groups were compared the data on shrink
age were not generally in close accord. 

The number of minutes per pound required in cooking WIiS not 
significantly related to carcass grade, although slight trends were 
observed. For example, in table 18, where there were large numbers 
of 9th, 10th, and 11th rib standing roasts in each grade, the time 
data suggested a tendency for Good- and Medium-grade rib roasts 
to cook relatively more rapidly than either Ohoice or Plain. "Then 
the averages for Good and Plain roasts, which differed most in the 
series, were tested by Fisher's (12) method, t=1.63 and p=O.l, 
indicating that the difference was not great enough to be really sig
nificant. A similar result was obtained by testing the difference 
between the averages for Good- and Ohoice-grade roasts. In the 
small groups of 9th, 10th, and 11 th rib standing roasts cooked by 
various methods there appeared to be no relationship between grade 
and cooking time. Good-grade beef tended to cook at a more rapid 
rate per pound than Plain, as shown for 6th, 7th, and 8th rib and 
12th and 13th rib standing roasts. There was a consistent difference 
between rolled roasts of Good- and Plain-grade beef, with Good beef 
cooking the more rapidly in minutes per pound and the spread in
creasing beyond the rare stage. The number of 6th, 7th, and 8th 
rib and 12th and 13th rib roasts in any grade, however, was very small. 

In trying to explain the slight trends observed between the number 
of minutes per pound and carcass grade, the respective influence of 
weight and temperature must be taken into account. On the basis 
of weight it would be e).-pected that, on the average, the higher the 
grade the smaller should be the number of minutes per pound required 
in cooking. The initial temperature of the roasts was a complicating 
factor, operating in many cases to make the heaviest roasts, which 
were often the coldest, require more time than would have been needed 
had they been less cold at the stfLrt. 

Furthermore, two attributes of grade that must have influenced the 
rate of cooking are fat content and conformation, or thickness of 
fleshing (10). Thille and her associates (30) reported that fat roasts 
required fewer minutes per pound than lean TOasts. According to 
Lowe (21), the thicker a rib TOast is in proportion to it~ width the 
slo,..-er is the rate of cooking. Also, the higher the grade the smaller 
is the proportion of bone (6). On the basis of fat content, the higher 
the grade of beef the fewer minutes per pound required in cooking. 
On the basis of conformation and bone content, however, the higher 
the grade the more minutes per pound required. 

It is not possible to state quantitatively the extent of the influence 
of these sepa.rate factors, but apparently the net efrect was such as 
to indicate that grade did not exer·t an important influence on the 
rate of cooking. It is suggest('d tbat cOllfonnntion, bone content, 
and temperature together may II/we slightly more than offset weight 
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and fatness in the Ohoice grade. In contrast, it is possible that weigh t 
and leanness in combination cOlmteracted the effect of conformation, 
bone content, and temperature where Plain was compared 'with Good 
grade. 

Tile only portion of the dntn on shrinlmge illld eooking time accord
ing to grnde thiLt ean be compnred with l'e~mlts reported by Cover (9) 
concerns tlu'ee-rib standing l'onsts (9th, 10th, and 11 th ribs) cooked 
at constant-low oyen tempel'atme, in table 12. For si.-x: Good, eight 
1:fedhml, and eight Plain l"Onsts, Cover's findings are, respectively, 
as follows: For raw weight in grams; for volatile eooking loss and for 
total cooking loss, eueh expressed us percent of the l'aw weight; and 
for the llUmber of minutes pel' pound required to cook the meat 
medium l'nl'e, 3,866, 5,0, 6.9, 20.8; 3,165, 5.6,7.0,24.4; 3,283,5.5, 
7.3, 22.4. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In a series of expE'rimen ts on 505 rih roasts, which repl'ec;ented 
r. S. ChoicE', Good, Medium, nnd Plain (fomlerly Conunou) grade 
hef'f, studies were mude on the influence of the style of cutting and 
of tbe temperature of cooking on the shrinkage (loss of weight) and 
('ooking timE', Standillg roasts were compured with rolled roasts. 
The 8 methods of ronsting e1l1plo~red OVf'1l ten~pC'ratul'es ranging from 
]25 0 to 2(i5° C. Oonstant temperature ronstlllg methods were com
pareel with those including an initial sear at high temperature. Beer 
W!lS cooked to foul' stages of doneness as determined by a roast-meat 
thermometer: Rfu'e, ahout 60°; medium, 70°; medium-well-done, 
75°; well dOlle 80°. 

Preliminary' experiments \\'ere conducted on three-rib und two-rib 
roasts from the same C'ight-rib cut, on paired roasts cooked by the same 
method, on roasts tlHlt dif:l'crrd in wC'ight, on roasts that differed in 
tempernturc wben placed in the on'Il, nnd on roasts with long and 
short rib bOl1('s. According to tbe l'l':mlts, adjacent portions of the 
eight-J'i b cu t difl'ered in shrinkage alld l'u.te of cooking. Paired Cll ts 
ulso difj'rrC'd more or less ill shrinkage nnd rate of cooking. Hen\"y 
l'Ol1sts eookrd more l'npidly in relation to weight than did light ones. 
As would be expected the colder a roast was a t the stnrt the longer • 
time it required. Roasts with long rib bones shrank slightly more 
thllll those with the bones sawed ofr short and cooked jn pl':lC'tically 
the same total time but in fewer minutes per pound. The l'csu1ts of 
these }In·linIillary expC'rimC'nts were applicable in a general way to the 
int(,l'pretntioll of data obtained in experiments on the style of cutting 
and the temperature of cooking, also in grade comparisons. 

\\l\(\n roasts were dnssifil'd llccol'lling to grad,", the data, on shrink
age sho\\"pd that, on t1.1e uyerage, the higher the grade the smaUrl' \VUS 

tbe t'yuporution loss and the lurg('r tbe drippings loss, illdeprndl'nt 
of the style of cutting or of tbe method of cooking. This J'('sldt is 
('onsist('nt with the l'f'itltive average fntness of the diffNent grades of 
beef. Fat couten t is one of the most importan t factors in detprmining 
grn.de; On the average tbe higher the fat content the higher the grade. 

Within grades shrinkuge varied considerably, e\"en when tJl(' 

location of the ell t WlIS the same and the same cooking method was 
used. Hence, grade difrC'I'(,IWE'S with respect to shrinlmge were con
sistent only where there was tt lllrge IHlInl)('1' of the snme cuts in en,{'il 
grade and the samC' ('ooking lll(lthod Wlls lIsed throughout. This 
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condition was fulfilled within reason for the 9th, 10th, and 11th rib 
standing roasts of beef cooked to the rare stage by a quick-sear-and
slow-finish method. The average shrinkage by grade for these roasts 
was, respectively, for evaporation and drippings fractions, as follows: 
U. S. Ohoice, 7.0, 5.3; U. S. Good, 7.3,4.6; U. S. Medium, 8.4. 3.4; 
U. S. Plain, 8.9, 2.0. With cooking time expressed as minutes per 
pound, grade did not seem to exert an important effect on the rate of 
cooking. There was, however, a slight trend toward faster cooking 
in relation to the weight of U. S. Good beef as compared "lith the same 
rib cut of U. S. Plain beef. 

Standing and rolled three-rib and two-rib cuts were cooked to the 
rare, medium, medium-well-done, and/or well-done stages, using a 
quick-sear-and-moderate-finish method, and also a constant-moderate 
oven temperature method. Oomparison of shrinkage and cooking 
time of standing and rolled roasts, on the basis of their respective 
weights when ready for the oven, showed that standing roasts shrank 
less and cooked more rapidly than rolled roasts. For example, a group 
of standing roasts when rare lost, on the average, 16.2 percent and 
required 19.4 minutes per pound, whereas the corresponding rolled 
roasts cooked by the same method lost 18.3 percent and required 30.7 
minu tes per pound. On the other hand, when the shrinkage of the 
rolled roasts was e}..-pressed as percentage of their weight before being 
boned, it was 13.5 percent, that is, somewhat less t.han that of the 
:standing roasts. 

These results seem to indicate that boning and rolling a rib roast 
reduce shrinkage. However, the standing roasts were e}..-posed to the 
{lven heat for less total time and therefore it might be expected that 
they would lose relatively less than the rolled roasts. Also, other 
investigators have reported that standing roasts are juicier than rolled 
roasts, indicating smaUer loss from the edible portion when the bones 
were left in. Hence it is believed that the greater relative shrinkage 
of the standing roasts came from bone and connective tissue rather 
than from the edible portion. 

Of the factors studied, cooking temperature had the greatest in
fluence on shrinkage and cooking time. In general, when roasts were 
cooked rare or medium, as determined by a thermometer in the center 
·of the thickest portion, the lower the oven temperature the smaller 
the shrinkage and the slower the rate of cooking. For instance, an 
eight-rib rolled roast (6th to 13th ribs, inclusive) that was cooked 
rare a.t 125° O. oven temperature shrank 9.3 percent and required 
25.4 minutes per pound; whereas the corresponding cut in an oven at 
175° shrank 16.4 percent and required 17.8 minutes per pound. At 
the well-done stage, however, shrinkage was less definitely reln.ted to 
oven temperature, ns shown by 27.0 percent shrinkage for the roast 
in the 125° oven and 28.3 percentior that in the 175° oven. The time 
required was, respectively, 47.7 and 27.2 minutes per pound. These 
figures serve also to emphasize that the more thoroughly beef is cooked 
the more it shrinks. Even with very slow cooking at low oven 
temperatures it was not possible to cook meat well done and keep 
shrinkage low. 

Oomparisons of constant-temperature roasting with methods that 
included an initial sear, using paired cuts, confirmed the findings of 
other investigators that searing in itself does not reduce shrinkage as 
it was formerly thought to do. But whether searing methods or con
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stant-temperature methods w('re ussociat('(l with great('r shrinkage of 
Toasts was depend('nt not on searing alone but on uverage oven tem
pemture imel on the cut used. For example, a combination of a quick 
seur (265° C. for 20 minutes) with a reduced temperature of ]25 0 for 
the finish obyiously funrtiOJ1Pd as a higber aY('rage OW'11 t('mp('rature 
thun did ]25° the ('l1tin~ tinH'. The ]"('suit was that a group of s('ared 
three-rib standing roasts (!.Hh, ] Oth, and] 1th ribs) cooked rare shrank 
more than unseared C01T('spondillg roasts o.s shown by the figur('s, 
r('sp('ctiwly, ]4.7 and JO.fi p('rc(,llt. On til(' other hand, this same 
quiek-seur-and-slow-finish method functioned us t1 lower average 
oven t('mperature thun a constant t('mp('rature of ]iIlO, usindieuted by 
the compal'ati,'(' time rl'Cjuir('(i hl cooking to the rar(, stnge thr('e-rib 
standing roasts (6th, 7th, and 8th ribs) and lik('wise two-rib standing 
roasts (l2tb and ]:~tb ribs). S('arNI roasts, in this comparison of 
roasting methods, shrank ]('ss thnn unscared on('s as shown by the 
figures 'for three-rih roasts, J'('sp('ctin'ly, 14.2 and 21.1 pel'C'('nt, and for 
two-rib J'onsts, rpsp('ctivdy, 14.1 and ]4.7 percent. Furthermore, 
thes(' and otb('T silllila r I'('SlJ1 ts sugg(,Ft('d that the shrill kage of two
rib roasts wus l('s8 consistently gon.'rned by oyen temperatme thun 
thu t. of t.hr('('-rih roasts. 
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